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Chapter I: Proposal

1. Definition of a Pastoral Concern
| chose the empowerment

of women

through

the writings of Christian women

as my

project topic because this topic has its roots in my involvement during the nineteen sixties and
seventies.
realms.

During these years the feminist movement

Both

experiences

movements

are committed

of life. Some

visible gains

to eliminating
have

been

targeted

both the secular and ecclesial

patriarchy and sexism from women’s

made,

but

it is still an

“uphill

battle” for

women to be treated equally, or to even be heard.
From an early age | was a feminist, although | did not know the meaning of the word. |
was outraged and confused when my younger brothers could become altar servers, and my
role was relegated to babysitting in the Church nursery. | was told, “That is just the way itis.” It

wasn’t until | attended Saint Mary’s College (SMC), an all-women’s college located in northern
Indiana, during the late nineteen sixties and early seventies, that | became active in the
Women’s

Liberation Movement and the Second Wave of the Christian Feminist Movement.

At SMC, women’s development was nurtured to attain self-knowledge, intellectual
growth, a feeling of empowerment, growth in faith, and a sense of belonging to a community.
Women’s issues were discussed and the women took action. The administration, faculty,
speakers, and my classmates provided a safe environment in which women

could name and

vent their anger and frustrations of experiencing the reality of sexism in the male-biased world
outside of SMC.

The Saint Mary’s experience does not end when students receive their diplomas. The
bonds forged at SMC contribute to the long-standing tradition of the college’s alumnae staying
connected. One of the important ways in which alumnae remain in relationship is through
membership in their regional alumnae club, such as the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club.
Through the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club women

of all ages and lifestyles come together as

a community that is bound together through our common

experience of attending SMC. While

providing a safe space to hear and be heard by feminine companions, the activities sponsored
by the Club encourage the members to continue to develop their talents and to make a
difference in the world. | have remained active in the Club for decades. Besides serving on the
Board of the Club from 1999-2005 and participating in many of the Club’s events since 1974, |
have presented some programs designed to enhance a woman’s spiritual journey.
So when the new president of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club approached me at
one of the Club’s events on November 19, 2008 and asked if| would serve on the Board again, |
answered with a resounding, “Of course!” My primary role as a Board member was to plan and
implement programs that were not solely social in nature. My membership on the Board will be
discussed at length further into the paper. My pastoral project reflects my commitment to
continue to promote and to facilitate programs that will help my feminine companions attain
and maintain a feminist Catholic spirituality while celebrating our interconnectedness.
After graduation in 1973, | was interested in the writings of contemporary feminine

theologians, but | did not become interested in the women mystics, especially those of
medieval Europe, until | was studying for my Epiphany Certification from 2000-2001. The
Epiphany Certification Program (ECP) is offered at Seton Cove Spirituality Center which is

affiliated with St. Vincent Hospital and Health Care Center. An Extraordinary Minister of Holy
Communion

at the hospital encouraged me to pursue my ECP. The ECP curriculum consists of

an ordered series of six courses based on the work in formative spirituality of Fr. Adrian van
Kaam and Dr. Susan Muto. The first three courses explore formation theology, anthropology,
and science and the second three facilitate their application to everyday life and ministry.
Building on this groundwork, these final courses extend the application of the theory of
formation to the variety of ministerial settings in which the students serve family, church, and
society. As a result of successfully completing ECP, | now help to facilitate some programs at
Seton Cove.
During the Epiphany Certification Program | was introduced to the writings of women
the Christian tradition, mainly the women

of

Doctors of the Church and Evelyn Underhill (no

relation). | was fascinated and driven to know more. | felt proud to be a women
because | was connected to the rich and diverse heritage of women

in the Church

Christian writers that have

helped to shape the life and thought of the Church. This grace-filled discovery occurred at the
exact right time in my history, because in the last quarter of the twentieth century, there has
been a wealth of research on women

and religion that has produced new information, new

readings of existing texts, new methods of interpretation, and new categories of inquiry. No
longer were the voices of women silent, and therefore, their voices needed to be added to the
already numerous and great male spiritual masters.
While facilitating programs at Seton Cove Spirituality Center | try to include some of the
writings of women; so a natural sequence would be to enrich the spiritual lives of the SMC Club
women through the lives and writings of women

mystics. The experiences of women

can enrich

the spiritual journeys of other women in ways that a male writer cannot, no matter how wellwritten. This is due to the simple fact that women anthropologically differ from men, and
therefore experience the world differently. Pope John XXIII in his encyclical Pacem in Terris

(April 11, 1963) #41 acknowledged this difference as one of the three characteristics of modern
society when he says that:
Women are gaining an increasing awareness of their natural
dignity. Far from being content with a purely passive role or
allowing themselves to be regarded as a kind of instrument,
they are demanding both in domestic and in public life the
rights and duties which belong to them as human persons.

Unfortunately, no matter what the papal encyclical says in theory, the oppression by patriarchy
in society and, in the case of Catholic women, oppression/limited opportunity in the Catholic
Church has historically been and continues to be the underlying lens through which women’s
experience is seen, if one is Roman Catholic.

For this reason, | chose Hildegard of Bingen and

Marguerite Porete in order to compare and contrast two very different women
period. Rooted in their love of God, these two women

of the medieval

used their courage, ingenuity, and

intelligence to follow God’s will, even though they were persecuted by a male dominated
church and society. Just as | found pride and strength in the lives and writings of Christian
women,
women

| hope to empower the women of the SMC Club to be proud of their heritage as
of the Church as they fulfill the role to which God has called them, even when it means

taking a risk.

2. Description of the Cultural Context of the Pastoral Concern
The group that will be the focus of my pastoral project is the Saint Mary’s College (SMC)

Indianapolis Alumnae Club. SMC is located in Notre Dame, Indiana, just north of South
Bend and across the street from the University of Notre Dame.

SMC was founded in 1844 by

the Sisters of the Holy Cross, and is a Catholic, residential, women’s college in the liberal arts
tradition that promotes a life of intellectual vigor, aesthetic appreciation, religious sensibility,
and social responsibility. The core values of learning, community, faith, spirituality, and justice
have been practiced for over 160 years. As a result of the college experience, students acquire
the hallmarks of a liberally educated woman:

keen self-knowledge, lively imagination, lifelong

intellectual and cultural interests, and the ability to make responsible choices about the future
(http://www3.saintmarys.edu). Presently SMC is known among feminists who have cited the
words of leading speakers in feminist discourse from the Madeleva Lecture Series.
All demographic information of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club as of 9-3-08 was
provided by the SMC Alumnae Office (personal correspondence). The number of members of
the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club, their marital status and their total # of children as of 9-3-

08 are found in Chart 1.
Historically, only approximately 8%, or 38 women, of the membership participate in
Club events on a regular basis. Based on the attendance of past programs that | have facilitated,
the number of women

in attendance can range from 14 to 35. This number is dependent upon

the date chosen to present the program, the interest in the program’s topic, and the number of

conflicts experienced by the individual members with their already busy schedules.

® Membership
B Married
# Unmarried
® # of Children

CHART 1: SMC INDIANAPOLIS ALUMNAE CLUB as of 9-3-08
MEMBERSHIP, MARITAL STATUS, AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN

The age range of the members is found in the following Chart 2:

Age

CHART 2: AGE DISTRIBUTION OF SMC INDIANAPOLIS ALUMNAE

CLUB AS OF 9-3-08.

Although the ages of the membership span young adulthood, mid-years, and mature
age, the unifying constant is that of women’s experience. As graduates of SMC, the members
are bound in relationship and interconnectedness through their shared experience at SMC, but
as women, the members are bound by a more basic experience of sexism in society and in the
Roman Catholic Church.

Recently, while discussing topics for future programs, the ten

members of the Board of the Club whose ages range from current graduates to grandmothers,
expressed that they were feeling powerless and unheard in the Catholic Church. | was surprised
when a member in her twenties who works at a large corporation, said that “in this day and
age” women

still down-graded themselves in the business world.

Based on my story and the stories of the other diverse board members, it was decided
that our experiences were validated and nurtured at SMC. All of the board members were
relieved that SMC did not merge with Notre Dame in the early nineteen seventies. Our college
that is dedicated to the education of women, somewhat protected us from the experience of
sex discrimination and the damage due to that discrimination. The teachers were at SMC to
teach women; so the students did not feel, merely, tolerated or made to feel inferior. For the
most part, classes consisted only of women, so they could be who they were meant to be,

instead of playing “games” to attract a boyfriend. Women were made to feel that they could
achieve anything. After graduation, both then and now, many of us were seduced by the
greater visibility of women

in positions of authority, believing that sexism was no longer a

problem. It is true that women

have made some visible gains; but, in reality, patriarchy still

operates powerfully upon the lives of women, especially in regards to the role of women

Church today. Although the many different adult women in the Club deal with sexism in

in the

different ways, either by ignoring it, giving in to it, or fighting against it, the feminine
perspective of women’s experience must be honored.
Further demographics concerning the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club were supplied by

the SMC Alumnae Office. These included the employment statistics: 303 are employed with the
top employers being Eli Lily and Company, Saint Vincent Hospital, Bishop Chatard High School,
Saint John’s Health System, Carmel Clay Schools, Crowe Chizek and Company, NCAA, National
Collegiate Athletic Association, and Clarian Health.
Statistics concerning the majors of individuals within the Indianapolis Alumnae Club
membership who graduated with a bachelor degree and who later attained at least an
additional graduate degree are not available. However, according to the SMC website, 28
percent of recent alumnae have attended graduate or professional school immediately upon
graduation.
In regard to the economic status of the group, the only statistic available is that eightytwo percent of the alumnae annually contribute to SMC. As far as the ethnic identity of the
group, only website information concerning current enrollment is available. The current
enrollment at SMC includes students from 44 states and 6 countries. Seventy-two percent of
the current students from the Indianapolis area are Roman Catholic.
Based on the above statistics and personal experience, the membership of the
Indianapolis Alumnae Club is Roman Catholic, Caucasian, born in the USA, and from the

economic class of upper middle to affluent. Those SMC Indianapolis alumnae who choose to
attend my program will participate in the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection.

The group chosen to participate in the Pre-Planning and Post Project Evaluation is the

current Board of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club whose demographics are recorded in
TABLE 1.

TABLE 1
Demographics of the 2008-09 SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Board
Age

Marital | # of Children
Status
*under 21 years of
age

24

Advanced Degree

Faith Tradition

Job Status
*¥

Single

Roman Catholic

Full Time

28

Married

Roman Catholic

Full Time

29

Married

Presbyterian

Full Time

29

Married

Roman Catholic

Full Time

35

Married

Roman Catholic

Part Time

43

Single

Roman Catholic

Full Time

51

Married

Roman Catholic

Part Time

56

Married

Roman Catholic

Part Time

62

Married

Roman Catholic

Part Time

64

Married

Episcopalian

Part Time

1/1 grandchild

No

**Full Time is defined as working 40 hours per week.
Part Time is defined as working <40 hours per week.

3. Description of the Human and Spiritual Development Context
Women are different than men. This may seem like an obvious statement, but this
fundamental difference has been minimized or even neglected in the study of human and

spiritual development. Male is normative.

In the “landmark” work in human development of Eric Erikson, Lawrence Kohlberg, and
other authors, the supposedly universal theories of moral and emotional development were

based on exclusively male perceptions and male experience. It was not until the 1980’s when
Carol Gilligan published her research in her book In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and
Women’s Development that, for virtually the first time in human development theorizing about
women, women were heard in their own right. Gilligan provides a clearer representation of
women’s development, especially in the areas of identity formation and moral development in

adolescence and adulthood. The author demonstrates that adult women value complexity of
relationship and interdependence. She also critiques psychological research that excludes the
experience of women,

because when norms and values of a culture are centered primarily on

the experience of male development, women’s experiences register negatively. Her book
started a revolution “of changing the voice of the world by bringing women’s voices into the
open, thus starting a new conversation” (Gilligan, xxvii). Therefore, based on the fact that the
SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club is entirely composed of women

members, the research of Carol

Gilligan will be used to shape my project.
As stated above, women

experience the world differently than men do. Religious

experience is no exception, so any program focused on enriching the spirituality of women
must take into consideration the cultural experience of being female. Therefore, my program

will also incorporate the tasks of the “feminist scholarly agenda” as outlined by Joann Wolski
Conn. She asserts that in order for women to achieve spiritual maturity, the spiritual tradition
must be liberated from its androcentric bias. This is accomplished by including the experience

of women; by pointing out that women have been ignored in the field; by countering those who
meet women’s experience with hostility and diminishment; by searching out and publicizing the

unknown women in the discipline; by a revisionary reading of old texts and traditions; by
redefining the borders, goals, and consequences of women’s experiences; and by working
towards a truly integrated field.
Great women spiritual teachers allow a very different experience of self-knowledge in
spite of a culture, both past and present, that insists on conformity to passive female roles.
Spiritual maturity is understood as sharing the Trinitarian life of divine persons who are equal in
their exchange of life with each other and with all humanity. This differs dramatically from the
experience of Trinitarian life that is understood as proceeding in a hierarchical pattern from a
patriarchal Father. Women

need “to uncover a sense of oneself as created in the image of God

and sacred to the core” (Fischer, 110).
In these human and spiritual developmental contexts, | perceive the following goal and
objectives for my project:
Primary Goal
To empower the women

of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club to fulfill the role to which God

is calling them. | aim to provide a means to foster pride in them as women

in the Church. While

acting as an advocate for women | propose to present a program about the courage,
intelligence, and faith of two women

mystics of medieval Europe, Hildegard of Bingen and

Marguerite Porete.
First Objective

To provide a safe and welcoming environment in which the feminine companions, bound by

their common experience of attending SMC, can learn and freely share their thoughts. In this
“community of sisters,” God's grace can be discovered at work in their spiritual development.
Second Objective
To introduce the lives and writings of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete in order to
enrich the participants’ spirituality and to help in their discernment of God's calling.

Third Objective
To employ the participants’ evaluations of the program in order to assess the relevancy of the
program for their lives, in general, and the charisms of Hildegard and Marguerite, in particular.
In other words, how can the stories of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete influence the
participants’ stories?
Fourth Objective
To use the input of the participants’ evaluations to reveal their desire for future programs of
this type, and thus influence the direction of future programs.

4. Plan of Action
This plan first took shape when a wise member of the Board asked me what | would
“teach from the heart.” Without a moment's hesitation, | replied, “The women

mystics of

medieval Europe.” | have remained faithful to “teach from the heart” when I chose the lives and
writings of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete to compare and contrast, as their
courage, intelligence, and faith in God are revealed.

| was first introduced to Hildegard of Bingen by a Benedictine nun who was in my
Epiphany Certification Program class. She told me that | would have a connection with her, and
she was right. Hildegard continues to be a part of my spiritual journey.

Briefly, Hildegard of Bingen, “Sibyl of the Rhine,” was a twelfth-century Benedictine
abbess, prophetess, healer, preacher, composer, and mystic. She had gained a solid reputation

as a religious counselor to the powerful and to the troubled. She had also written in diverse
fields, including theology, lives of saints, music, sermons, medicine, human sexuality, and
natural history. Her spirituality provides inspiring insights into friendship, living with conflict,
relying on God, seeking the Light, and the beauty of a virtuous life. What makes her so
remarkable is that she was successful while hedged by the constraints of a misogynist world.
| chose Marguerite Porete because she is probably the best known member of a creative
and original group of prayerful European laywomen in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
known as Beguines. | am fascinated by the Beguine movement, also called “the Lost
Opportunity of the Church.” Imagine what the role of lay women

in the Church today would be

like if the Church had embraced this women’s movement instead of being threatened by it and
then eradicating it. The Beguine movement will be discussed at length further into the paper.
Little is known about the life of the mystic, Marguerite Porete, before she authors A
Mirror of Simple Souls. Her only work is a brief and intense spiritual handbook that is mostly
about experiencing the love of God. She warns us to beware of our wills and to surrender our
wills in order to be fully embraced by God. Her book was written in the vernacular and was very
popular. The French Inquisition condemned

her book, but she refused to submit to the

authority of the Church. She was imprisoned, found guilty of heresy, and burned at the stake in
1310.
Both of these women mystics said “yes” to the role to which God called them, in spite of
the pressures from the patriarchal society and Church to the contrary. These women

persevered, even when they were threatened with persecution and bodily harm. Their courage

came from the conviction that God would uphold them if they followed God’s will. Rooted in
their faith in God, these women were filled with energy and refreshed in their zeal.
Women

today need the example of courageous, faith-filled women

them to feel proud of who they are as women

in the Church. Women

of the past, to help

of the past also give

contemporary women the strength to fulfill the role to which God has called them, even when
the male-dominated Church and society silences contemporary women, and even when it
means taking a risk. The stories of our foremothers are certainly “old wellsprings of
sustenance” (Weaver, 98) when women find themselves in a dry and lifeless place.
The Board of the SMC Indianapolis Club approved the program based on the lives and
writings of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete. The next order of business was to
discuss possible dates, times, and sites of the program. The consensus was that the date of the
program would be subject to everyone’s vacation plans.

Evening as the time of day of the

program was unanimously agreed upon because of job and family priorities. Two possible sites
of the program were proposed: the community room at Pope Pius X Parish and Betsy B.'s
house. Choosing the actual date, time, and site of the program was postponed until the May

board meeting.
| structured the preliminary outline of my presentation on the “new vision” of feminist

theology and subsequent feminist methodology that has emerged in the last three decades.
“That discussion [among feminist theologians] has entailed the creation of song, poetry,

spirituality, ritual, dance, liturgy, and prayer as well as the more formal but still broadly

understood ‘theology’ that comprises biblical and historical interpretation, ethical studies, and
analyses of doctrinal themes” (Carr, 8).

The preliminary outline for the evening program is as follows:
A.

Mood.
1. Playing the music of Hildegard.
2. Draping the table in green which is reminiscent of Hildegard’s viriditas or the
greening power of God.

Displaying lighted candles on the table to represent Hildegard as the “Voice of the
Living Light,” and Marguerite’s “sudden divine illumination”.
Placing the candles on mirrors to honor Marguerite Porete’s single work entitled A
Mirror of Simple Souls.
Exhibiting feathers to reveal a self-description of Hildegard as “A Feather on the
Breath of God”.
Providing a copy of the book edited by Mathew Fox about the Illuminations of
Hildegard of Bingen.
Showing a small fish bowl filled with water to disclose Marguerite’s admonishment
of the “drowning of self”.

B.

Positioning a miniature castle in honor of Marguerite’s courtly literature metaphors.
(These items will be used later in the program as symbols in order to introduce the
spirituality of these two women mystics.)
Program.
1. Welcome.
2.
Distribution of two sets of hand-out material:
First Set:
a.

The opening and closing prayers to be communally recited.

b.

Translation of the lyrics of some of the music being played.

c.
d.

Suggested bibliography for further reading.
Evaluation form.
e

What did you like most about this program?

e

How would you improve this program?

e

What will you take away with you from this program?

e

Would you like more programs like this?

Second Set:
a. Church History Time-Line.

b. Maps of Medieval Europe.
Opening prayer in the words of Hildegard.
a. Introduction to the series of “Praying with ...” booklets (See Selected
Bibliography).
Definition and categories of Christian mysticism according to Bernard McGinn.
Church History Time-Line to orient participants to the 12", 13" and beginning of

14™ centuries.

Maps of Medieval Europe showing Hildegard’s Germany and Marguerite’s France.
Overview of the history and culture of the twelfth to fourteenth centuries as it
pertains to Hildegard’s and Marguerite’s lives, to their writings and especially to

their role as women. In other words, why were Hildegard and Marguerite
courageous?

Hildegard of Bingen.
a. Biography.
b. List of her major Works.
c. Summary of her “firsts”.
d. Introduction to her spirituality.
Short break, during which German and French desserts will be served.
. Marguerite Porete.
Description of Beguine movement.
Biography, highlighting her problems with the Church.
Introduction to A Mirror of Simple Souls.
Introduction to her spirituality.
Development of contemporary authorship.
: Discussion/Theologieal Reflection.
a.

How do the stories of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete pertain to how
a woman in the Church today can fulfill the role to which God is calling her?
. Closing prayer in the words of Marguerite Porete.
. Reminder to complete evaluations.
. Thank you for their invaluable participation.

5. Time-line
August, 2006
Entrance into the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (SMWC)

MAPT Graduate Program.

November 19, 2008
Approached by the President of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club to join the Board,
and to help plan and implement programs that were not just social in nature.
February 4, 2009:
First Board meeting to plan events and programs for the coming year. The criteria for
my pastoral project was presented and discussed.
March 3, 2009:

Discussed possible topics for my pastoral project with Board members. The topic of
women mystics of medieval Europe is chosen.

March 5, 2009:
E-mailed Appendix A to all Board members, initiating the Preparation Stage of the

Theological Reflection.
March 12, 2009:
Continuation of Preparation Stage of the Theological Reflection with Board members.

April 17, 2009:
Submit project proposal in completion of Unit VII of TH562 Arts and Skills for Ministry.
April 20, 2009:
Board meeting. Present outline of project program and discuss possible dates and sites
for evening program.

April 24-26, 2009:
Meet with Dr. Virginia Unverzagt and project advisor, Sr. Carolyn Sur, to review project
proposal.
May 11, 2009:
Board meeting. Choose date, time, and site for evening program.
May 18, 2009:
Announcement of evening program in Club’s emailed newsletter. Begin accepting RSVPs
for the program at my email.
June 2009:
Biographical reading/ research.
Informal discussion about Hildegard of Bingen with Sr. Carolyn Sur.
July 14, 2009:
Presentation of the evening program, including the completion of the Implementation
Stage of the Theological Reflection and evaluation form.
July 29, 2009:
Board meeting. Report on results of written evaluation forms and summary of
comments from the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection. Followed by
the Personal Stage of the Theological Reflection.
August 1 2009:
Presentation of the Project at the Fall Residency or Return Student Residency.
Comments of MAPT Peers (Appendix |).

November, 2009:

Submit first draft of project paper.
January, 2010:
Submit second draft of project paper.
February, 2010:
Submit final/third draft of project paper.
April 1, 2010:
Submission of project paper in final, edited and completed form.

6. Criteria and Method for Evaluation
The success of the project will be determined by:
1.

Results of written evaluation forms.

2.

Assessment of comments of attendees in response to Implementation Stage of the
Theological Reflection.
Success of meeting goal and objectives for the project.
Request for more programs that pertain to pastoral theology.

The evaluation team is comprised of the ten members of the Board of the SMC Indianapolis
Alumnae

Club.

Chapter II: Preparation Stage of the Theological Reflection Process

1. Theological Reflection Methodology
The methodology that is used throughout my project is the process described in Abigail
Johnson's book “Reflecting with God: Connecting Faith and Daily Life in Small Groups.” In

Chapter four “Heart of the Matter,” Abigail Johnson presents how to do theological reflection

and describes how this process works. She offers a structured process in the form of questions
and guidelines that will help any group discern and reflect on where they see God in their lives.
The process is not a problem-solving process, but an open-ended process, with no right or
wrong answers, through which the individuals in the group deepen their sense of God's

presence in their lives. In theological reflection, Abigail Johnson explains, “We assume God’s
presence, and we go searching for signs of that presence” (109). Through a faith community,
God's spirit is at work offering new insights and revelation for our daily living and decision
making.
Abigail Johnson's methodology (62-63) includes the following steps:
Naming the Experience: Choosing an Event on Which to Reflect.
Exploring the Experience: Finding Another Layer to the Event.
Digging Deeper: Expanding Your Thinking.
Making Faith Connections: Finding God at Work in This Event.
Learning: Naming Your Discoveries.
Praying: Taking Time with God.

. Preparation Stage of the Theological Reflection

The Preparation Stage of the Theological Reflection process began on November 19,
2008, as mentioned on page 6, when | was asked by the new president of the SMC Indianapolis
Alumnae Club to serve another term on the board. My help was needed in planning future

programs for the Club that are not primarily social in nature. | replied that | would be happy to
serve on the board again.

The first 2009 SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club board meeting was postponed until
February 4 because the January meeting was cancelled due to bad weather. The primary

purpose of February’s board meeting was to plan events and programs for the coming year.
During our discussion | explained the requirements of a pastoral project needed in order to
fulfill the Master of Arts in Pastoral Theology Degree from Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College.
Since most of the meeting was devoted to many different ideas concerning upcoming events,
additional information gathering was needed, and the discussion of possible topics for my
project was deferred until our next board meeting.
At the March 3 board meeting possible topics for my project were discussed, such as,
how the mission statement of SMC is lived in the graduates’ lives today. While it is good that

institutions are accountable for their nature and purpose, and one common way to measure
accountability is through a mission statement, we wanted a fresh approach to my thesis
project. One board member, a wisdom figure, asked, “What would you teach from the heart?”
Without hesitation, | replied that that would be the lives and writings of women
medieval Europe.

mystics of

At this point the meeting was adjourned, so further discussions about my

project was postponed until the next meeting.
| conferred with the president of the Club via telephone, and suggested, in the interest
of my time line, to posit two questions to the board members through email. With her
collaboration I sent two questions about a program centered upon the spirituality of the
women

mystics of medieval Europe. Since | work at Seton Cove Spirituality Center in

Indianapolis, my first thought was to plan a program concerning the spirituality of one or two

women mystics of medieval Europe. The board members were asked to ponder these questions
and to be ready to discuss them at the next board meeting. On March 5, | sent an email

(Appendix A) to all board members of the Club. Since a few board members did not attend the
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February board meeting, | introduced myself and the basic requirements of my MAPT project,
presented them with a brief description of the topic and my motive, and asked them to reflect
on the following two questions which will be discussed at the next board meeting.
1.

How might the lives and writings of women

mystics in medieval Europe have

relevance for the lives of Christian women today?
2.

Would you be interested in attending an evening program to learn about and reflect
upon the life and works of one of the medieval women

mystics, such as Hildegard of

Bingen?
My reflective questions initiated the first step of the theological reflection process of Abigail
Johnson, “Naming the Experience.”
The board meeting on March 12 was better attended than the meeting in February and
was more representative of the demographics of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club. Eight of
the ten members were present and the two who could not attend sent me an email with their
thoughts about the two reflective questions that | had emailed to the board members one

week before this meeting.
The president of the club and the board members were made to feel a part of this
important step in my professional advancement when | consulted with the president and
empowered the board members to help shape my thesis. Collegiality and collaboration are part
of the feminist methodology. “Feminist Theology involves praxis, action, and reflection in such a
way as to be constantly renewing itself...Reflection upon practice leads to new questions and

demands alternative actions which when reflected upon lead the new questions.... Not merely

cerebral and intellectual nor merely activist and emotional, feminist theology does not deny the
necessity of either” (Coll, 15).
After discussing upcoming social events, the discussion focused on the two reflections. The
presence of members absent at the previous meeting gave me the opportunity to hone my
introduction of the project’s topic, reiterate my motive, and their role, namely, group
participation in theological reflection for my Master of Arts Thesis in Pastoral Theology.
At first, everyone was hesitant to offer their thoughts and was looking around the
room. At this point | was thinking that they all hated the idea and were too polite to say so. |
looked straight at MG, a long standing and well respected member of the Club, and asked for
her thoughts, knowing she would tell me the truth. The discussion took off from her answer.
Some of the highlights follow:
MG:

Iam familiar with Hildegard of Bingen. | play her music in the school library. | have
always wanted to know more about her. | would be very interested in a program.
Yes, | would too. We are all curious learners.
| would be interested too, but | want to hear about their courage. You know, how the
women stood up to the Church. | can get spirituality at my parish.
| too want to hear about the courage and ingenuity it took for these women to be heard

and to make a difference, doing what God wanted them to do.
At first | was not thrilled with this idea, but | am excited about the strength and courage
of these women in a male-dominated time. They spoke up for what they believed, even

though they knew they were risking everything.
At first, | was not very interested in this topic, but the more | hear you talk, the more |
see relevancy. | work in Human Resources in a large company and am amazed that even
in this day and age, some women cannot praise themselves in their self-evaluations.

Even though | do not feel this way, other women must still be taught by society not to
be assertive and proud of who they are. Telling the stories of strong women is
important.

It was at this pause in the discussion that | had an “aha” moment. Abigail Johnson’s metaphor
of a grain of sand irritating an oyster in order to produce a pearl came to mind. The second step
of the process of “Reflecting with God” occurred. | just found “Another Layer to the Event”.
These women

did not want a program about the spirituality of the medieval mystics, but a

program celebrating the courage, resourcefulness, and intelligence of women

mystics from past

centuries who risked persecution in a male-dominated culture and Church.
The pearl was not formed yet. | needed to engage in the third step of the theological
reflection process, that of “Digging Deeper”, so | asked the group, “Why is telling the stories of
strong women

in the Church important and is there relevancy for your lives today?”

MS. turned bright red (and against her white hair is very dramatic) and “burst forth” with:
MS:

Women in the Catholic Church still do not have a voice. We are still treated like secondclass citizens by a male hierarchy. We are supposedly placated when we are told that we
are complementary. What a joke! It is still the good old boys club. | got tired of waiting
for change and now attend an Episcopalian Church that has a woman pastor.
| still love the Catholic Church, but | am disappointed with the role of women
Church. | was hopeful after Vatican Il, but we seemed to have stalled.

in the

l, too, still love the Church and have no plans to leave, but | applaud MS for acting on
her convictions. To return to Marianne’s question of relevancy for the lives of Catholic
women today, | have to say that the stories of courageous mystics fill me with pride and
admiration for them and for myself and others as women of the Church.
Hearing stories of strong women in the Church either past or present empowers me to
persevere and be patient as | try to be who God calls me to be, even if the male
hierarchy “puts me down” or ignores me. | especially like the stories of the women of

the Old Testament who made a difference.
Frankly, | am strengthened by the stories of women in the Church, but on the other
hand, | am depressed by the fact that women not having a voice in the Church has been
going on for centuries. It makes me angry. | need some hope.
We cannot give up. | belong to a group, “Call to Action” and we are trying to change the
Church. It is a very long and hard task. Back to Marianne’s project, | look forward to
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learning about the lives of courage and devotion of the women mystics of the Medieval
Age. They can teach me something about faith-filled perseverance.
The consensus was that they would like to attend an evening program about the

courage of mystics, but their attendance will depend on which evening is chosen.

The hour was late and many women were looking at their watches, so the board meeting was

adjourned. | thanked all the women for their valuable input and told them that | look forward to
presenting a program for them.
The first three steps of Abigail Johnson's “Reflecting with God” has resulted in the
overwhelming conclusion that the group would like an evening program focusing on the
courage of medieval women
medieval women

mystics, rather than a program focusing on the spirituality of

mystics. In actuality, both topics will be presented in the program.

spirituality of medieval women

The

mystics will be introduced during a presentation of the women’s

courage.
The fourth step of the process, “Making Faith Connections”, was answered by KP when

she acknowledged that the women mystics said “yes” to the role to which God called them,
even though their patriarchal society and Church told them not to. These women

persevered,

even when they were threatened. Their courage is rooted in their steadfast love of God and in
their absolute faith of God's love for them.
faith-filled women

Today, women

need the example of courageous,

of the past to help us feel proud of who we are as women

in the Church, and

empower us to fulfill the role to which God has called us, even when the male-dominated

Church and society silences us, and even when it means taking a risk.
Traditionally, women

have not had a voice in the Church, and today, in spite of Vatican Il,

women still are not heard. This situation can make women frustrated and angry. Belonging to a
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group of women companions with whom a woman can feel safe enables a woman to name her
anger and vent her frustrations. Validating a woman’s experience is vital to a woman finding
the strength and empowerment to know herself, her community, and her God. The above
discussion would not have occurred in a male/female group, or in a group that was not bound
by a common

experience, like attending SMC.

| am reminded of the following quotes:
In the world you will have hardship,

but be courageous:
| have conquered the world.
(John 16:33)
For just as the sun is fixed in the firmament of heaven and
has power over the creatures of the Earth so that nothing
can overcome them, so also believers who have their hearts
and minds directed toward God cannot be forgotten by
God.
(Hildegard of Bingen: Book of Divine Works. Ed. Fox, 65)
Let nothing trouble you, do not believe that anything which
you must do for Him whom you seek will be beyond your strength,
that you cannot surmount it, that it will be beyond you. This is the
fervour, this is the zeal which you must have, and all the time your
strength must grow...
(Hadewijch of Brabant: Letter 6. Ed. Oden, 117)

She comes soaring like an eagle

Swinging herself from the depths
Up into the heights.
(Mechthild of Magdeburg:
Ed. Oden, 145)

The Flowing Light of the Godhead.

My conclusions concerning my project idea are revealed by employing the fifth step of
Abigail Johnson's reflection process that entails “Learning: Naming Your Discoveries”.

| was challenged to change my present actions from a program focusing on the spirituality

of the women mystics of medieval Europe to a program about the courage, ingenuity, and
intelligence of the women

mystics. | facilitate programs at a spirituality center and therefore

thought that enriching a woman's spiritual journey through the lives and writings of medieval
women

mystics would benefit the members of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club. The

experiences of women

can enrich other women’s spiritual journeys in ways that a male writer,

cannot, no matter how well-written. This is due to the simple fact that women

are different

than men, and therefore experience the world differently. I still believe that the spirituality of
medieval women

mystics would provide a meaningful program; however, there was an issue

more basic to a woman's experience that concerned the members of the Club. The oppression
by patriarchy in our culture, and especially in our Church, is the underlying lens through which
women’s experience is seen, if one is Roman Catholic. The women

of the SMC Indianapolis

Alumnae Club were feeling powerless and unheard in the Catholic Church.
A pastoral counselor in service to a women’s organization needs to be aware of the
feminine perspective of women’s experience and act as an advocate for women to empower
them.

This is the purpose and goal of my program; to give hope and to empower the women

the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club by presenting a program about the courage, intelligence,
and faith of women

mystics of medieval Europe.

| now need to pick a few medieval women

mystics who demonstrate courage and faith in

God and to begin to construct an evening program. | also, need to discuss a date, time, and
place to have the program during the next board meeting. | will also need to post, in a timely

of

manner, the information about the program in the newsletter of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae
Club.
Most of all | need to pray for God’s help in crafting this program. “Praying” is also the sixth

step of Abigail Johnson’s theological process.
| pray for the grace to recognize God’s gifts to me, to others, and
to all courageous, grace-filled women.
| pray, too, for the inspiration to imagine how | might bring hope and
strength to those you have called me to serve.
May | never forget Your sustaining presence no matter what |
experience from the outside.
Throughout all my days, may | know the inner glow of your abiding
love and peace. Amen.

At the April 20 board meeting, | presented the outline for my project program, and
various dates and sites for the presentation of the program were discussed. At the May 11
board meeting, it was decided that | would present my project on July 14, 2009 from 7-9 pm at
Claridge House which is the clubhouse at Claridge Farms housing development. CA who is a
board member and who lives in that neighborhood will rent the facility for the SMC
Indianapolis Alumnae Club.

On May 18, an invitation to my project program was included in the SMC Indianapolis
Alumnae Club’s emailed newsletter (Appendix B). | began to accept RSVPs for the program.

Chapter III: Project Program

1. Introduction
On July 14, 2008 at 7 pm, eleven SMC graduates who belong to the SMC Indianapolis
Alumnae Club gathered at Claridge House to attend a presentation of my pastoral project. Of
the women

attending, four were SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club board members, four were

members who frequently attend SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club events, and three were
members who have not been active in the Club prior to this event.

As participants entered the great room of Claridge House, they heard some of the music
of Hildegard of Bingen. The selection was Celestial Harmonies: Responsories and Antiphons
from Symphoniae armonie celestium revelationum performed by Oxford Camerata. There were
also symbols of the lives and writings of both Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete
exhibited on the center table. These symbols will be used later in the program to introduce the
participants to the spirituality and theology of Hildegard and Marguerite.

The use of symbols benefits not only the facilitator, but also the participants. The
facilitator employs symbols to structure part of the presentation material and, at the same
time, to engage the participants’ entire range of consciousness that includes their rational
thought, emotions, and imaginations. By definition, to be human is, among other things, to be
“symbol-making and symbol-using beings” (Cooke, 47). Our memories store and transmit our
experiences in symbols. When we hear a particular song on the radio, we relate to the

experience of hearing that song in the present, but also remember that song as a symbol of

past experiences. As a result, all of the emotions and thoughts that we experienced the last
time we heard that song are powerfully brought forth into our consciousness. In this way, the
use of symbols can help the participants to relate to the spirituality of Hildegard and Marguerite
in a personal way. | could tell the participants that Hildegard did whatever God asked her to do.
The participants would understand the meaning of the statement, but when | show the
participants a feather and tell them that Hildegard was a “feather on the breath of God,” they
can relate to the experience of Hildegard on a much deeper and personal level. In their
consciousness, they know what a feather is, what it looks like, how it feels, how it moves in the
air, and how they felt touching, feeling, and watching the feather. | personally relate to the
relationship of the feather and Hildegard'’s spirituality when | experience the surrender of
Hildegard to God’s will, as | watch the “out-of-control” feather go where the air sends it. All of
the symbols for this presentation were personally chosen because of how they engage my
consciousness. Hopefully, the participants will be likewise engaged.

Hand-out material (Appendix C, D, E) was distributed to all of the participants. Included
in the packet was: the opening prayer in Hildegard’s words and the closing prayer in
Marguerite’s words to be communally recited; the translation of a sampling of Hildegard’s
Songs from Symphonia; an historic time-line; a maps of medieval Europe; a selected

bibliography for further reading; and an evaluation form to be completed at the end of the
program. The evaluation form was composed of four questions:

What did you like most about this program?
How would you improve this program?

What will you take away with you from this program?
Would you like more programs like this?

The evening's presentation would not employ the usage of Power Point, in order to promote a
more informal and intimate setting. This atmosphere would encourage the participants to
connect with Hildegard and Marguerite and, at the same time, provide a safe environment in
which the participants could freely share their thoughts.

2. Opening
After | welcomed the participants and thanked them all for coming, | briefly discussed
housekeeping issues, such as, the location of the rest room facilities, and a program overview.
The program then began with the communal

recitation of the opening prayer from Hildegard’s

Book of Divine Works:

For just as the sun is fixed in the firmament of heaven and
Has power over the creatures of the Earth so that nothing
Can overcome them, so also believers who have their hearts
And minds directed toward God cannot be forgotten by God.
(Fox, Book of Divine Works, 65)

3. Definition of Mysticism
Mysticism is not unique to the Christian religion, but since both Hildegard and
Marguerite are mystics and Christian, my next subject to be presented was the definition of
Christian mysticism and the categories of Christian mysticism during the twelfth century. This
was done to familiarize the participants with the proper concept of Christian mysticism; to
clarify any misconceptions that they may have had; and to place Christian mysticism in the
correct historical context.

Christian mysticism is seen primarily as a process or way of life rather than being solely
defined in terms of some experience of God. It is not a distinct or independent form of religion,
but an element in concrete religious community and tradition that involves contemplation and

asceticism.

Christian mysticism is a “special, deep experience of union with and knowledge of

the divine reality, freely granted by God. (O’Collins, 169). This experience may be accompanied
by ecstasy, visions, or other phenomena.

Two other terms need to be defined, so the participants can more clearly understand
the definition of Christian mysticism.

Simply defined, contemplation is a form of silent prayer in

which the mind and imagination are less active, thus allowing God to enter more deeply into
human

persons with the gift of God’s presence. A brief description of asceticism is a voluntary

and sustained program of self-denial and self-discipline which is under the action of the Spirit,
in order to purify the person from sins, so they can more freely follow Christ.

In discussing medieval authors who are considered “mystical”, Bernard McGinn
distinguishes three categories: mystics who recount experiences of the immediate presence of
God; mystical authors who have experienced the immediate presence of God and write about
the process of attaining lives based on the mystical experience of God's presence; and
visionaries who report contact with saints, angels, and especially the Blessed Virgin (327). These

categories can overlap one another, such as a person being both a “mystic” and a “mystical
author.”

4. Church History Time-Line
Next, the Church History Time-Line (Appendix D) that is part of the hand-out was

reviewed in order to orient the participants to events occurring in the 12", 13th and beginning
of the 14" centuries that pertain to Church history, as well as, to the lives and writings of

Hildegard and Marguerite.

5. Maps of Medieval Europe
Then, the two maps of medieval Europe (Appendix E) that are part of the hand-out were
referenced. The first map is of Hildegard’s Germany. It was photocopied from the book
Hildegard of Bingen: A Spiritual Reader by Carmen Acevedo Butcher with the written
permission (Appendix F) of the book's publisher, Paraclete Press. The second map is of
Marguerite’s France.

It was photocopied from the book The Great Medieval Heretics by

Michael Frassetto with the written permission (Appendix F) of Profile Books Ltd. who published
the book in Great Britain under the title Heretic Lives.

6. Points of Medieval History and Culture
Finally for the purpose of orientation and background information, five points regarding
the culture in which Hildegard and Marguerite lived were highlighted. Not only did historical
events shape their lives and writings, but special attention was given to the role designated to
women

both in the secular and ecclesial world.

1.

Period of social restratification in which the feudal system declined and the

establishment of cities expanded. This shift gave rise to middle and lower classes, as
well as, new opportunities for employment. Lower class women could work, but the
women

of the upper class still could not work. Adult women of the upper class could
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still only exist as married or cloistered; both statuses required a substantial dowry.
Another result of the rise of the cities was an increase in the number of poor and

sick who had no one to take care of them.
The Crusades. People returning from the Crusades brought back with them a
rediscovery of Eastern Christianity. This resulted in a new longing for the vita
apostolic which led to a profound disgust with the increasing power and wealth of
the institutional Church. It also resulted in an increased sensitivity to the spiritual

needs of the self. The death of males due to the Crusades also caused a
disproportionate ratio of women to men. If there were not enough men to marry
and the adult women

did not have the dowry to enter a cloister, how were these

“extra” adult women

supposed to exist?

The Western Church was corrupt. This was the age of the extreme
institutionalization of the Church which coincided with the creation of what has
come to be called “Christendom.” The whole structure was designed to create an
ordered society, however, this was accomplished in many instances through ruthless
oppression. Some of the other abuses were simony which is the buying and selling of
ecclesial offices; clerical marriages and mistresses; clerical wealth, along with the

abuse of power and hypocrisy; and the investiture of ecclesial offices by secular
authority, for example, the Holy Roman Emperor performed the investiture of the

Pope. These abuses produced a breeding ground for dissention which resulted in a
vicious ecclesiastical response in the form of the Inquisition from around 1184.

Many of the Christian women authors did not call for rebellion, but reform.

4.

The establishment of universities changed forever the intellectual life which was
previously dominated by the monasteries. Major cathedrals founded schools to train
male clergy; women were not allowed, because women were considered mas
occasionatus, an accidental human, according to Aristotle (Malone, 120).

In 1134

the University of Paris was founded and had organized curricula and awarded
degrees. Male theologians taught in the schools, and were called “scholastics” or
“schoolmen.” Theology that was taught switched from the monastic-orientation of
prayer and contemplation, to one based on the writings of faith and reason by
Aristotle and Peter Abelard.

This “new theology” was dedicated to discovering the

truth of the mysteries of the faith through intense rational reflection and dialectical

argument.
The mystical spirituality of these women

was based partly in a reaction to the

worldliness of the Church. These women were driven to depend on their own
internal resources, because they were denied normal access to education and
learning. There they discovered and encountered God in a new way. This mystical
experience was influenced by the liturgical round of biblical readings, and by an
intense new devotion to the Eucharist through which the women

experienced their

unity with Jesus Christ in the bread and wine.
No educational opportunities for women

allowed. Women

needed to prove their

intellectual capacity, to create their own educational opportunities, and to invent
their own spiritual traditions. The educational ban was extended to nuns, but many

were joined to a monastery, so many of the religious women had access to libraries
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and to the leisure time to read, study, and write. Almost without exception, the

women wrote for the benefit of their sisters in the convent.
During this period of history, writing was an extremely dangerous activity, because
the atmosphere was highly sensitized to hints of heresy and female insubordination.
As a result, women writers learned to wield an authorial voice very carefully through
the use of the “female apologetic,” or rhetoric of self-protection. Almost universally,
the women

attribute their boldness in writing to the urgings of God who directed

them to write. Often, they resisted writing down their visionary experiences for a
long period of time which caused the women to suffer illnesses. As soon as the
women

actually began the act of writing, either personally or through a secretary,

the illness disappeared.

An example of the use of the “female apologetic” is found

in Hildegard of Bingen’s Scivias:

But although | heard and saw these things, because of doubt and
low opinion of myself and because of what people might say,
| refused for a long time the call to write....And again | heard the
voice from Heaven saying to me: “Proclaim and write thus”

[Sc. Protestificatio]

(Flanagan, 11).

Marguerite Porete did not use the “female apologetic.”

Underneath their need for self-preservation is their experience of God and their
reflection on these experiences. Through the religious experience of these women,
an inner transformation is produced, resulting in a profound self-knowledge, a sense

of power, and self-confidence. These attributes are rooted in their conviction that

God must be obeyed first; in the biblical tradition that the weak confound the

strong; and in their mystical experiences that concentrate on the life of love and
compassion, rather than the argument between faith and reason.

7. Hildegard of Bingen
The purpose of the next part of the program was to introduce the participants to the life
and works of Hildegard of Bingen. She was a woman who showed

indomitable courage and

ingenuity in her dealings with authority both secular and ecclesial, especially in the later part of
her life. However, the point must be made that her greatest accomplishment while doing what
God called her to do is not demonstrated in her dealings with authority, but in her life story as
an Abbess and her vast, rich, and diverse corpus of work.

Since this program was an introduction to Hildegard, and the fact that multiple
programs would be needed to adequately present all of Hildegard’s life and works, | chose to
structure my presentation upon a chronology of Hildegard of Bingen.

The Chronology of the Life Hildegard of Bingen

1098

(1098-1179):

Hildegard was born in Bermersheim near Alzey in the diocese of Mainz in Germany of
noble parents, Hildebert and Mechthild. She was the tenth and last child of her parents.
As was the custom, the tenth child was tithed to the Church.

At eight years of age, Hildegard was entrusted to the care of the anchoress (religious
recluse) Jutta von Spanheim (1084-1136), who lived enclosed at the Benedictine

monastery of Disibodenberg. Saint Disibod (619-700) was an Irish monk missionary

whose vita would be written by Hildegard in 1170.

Although, Hildegard was tutored in practical skills; taught to read the Latin Bible,
especially the Psalms; and learned to chant the Divine Office, her education did not

compare to that of the monks. The friendship of Jutta and Hildegard would flourish for
thirty years. During that time twenty more women of noble birth would join Hildegard
and Jutta due to Jutta’s reputation for wisdom and virtue.

1113

At the age of fifteen, Hildegard made her vows as a Benedictine nun. She was further
educated in the traditions of music, sacred scripture, prayer, and work, such as spinning.

Little is known about Hildegard’s life when she was between 15 and 38 years of age.

1136

Jutta dies and Hildegard was elected to lead the community which had expanded from a
hermitage to a cloister.

1141

At 42 years of age, Hildegarde received from God the order to record her visions that
she had been experiencing since she was three years old. Keeping her visions to herself
resulted in periods of illness throughout her life. Scivias (Know thy Ways) is begun with
God as her source. She was assisted by the Disibodenberg monk, Volmar, who was her
teacher and great friend, and the Disibodenberg nun, Richardis von Stade, who is said to
be the sister whom

1147-48

Hildegard most loved.

Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux (1090-1153), advised Hildegard to respond to the divine
gift. A portion of the Scivias was sent to Pope Eugenius lll at the Synod of Trier and was
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read aloud before an assembly of cardinals and priests. This was unheard of! The Pope

was officially sanctioning the writing of a “woman!” Not only was her work sanctioned,
but also, the Pope declared her work to be divinely inspired and authorized her to finish
recording her visions.
Hildegard began to extend her circle of correspondents. Today, we have close to 400 of
Hildegard’s letters.
She also composed songs which will later be collected to form Symphonia.

Hildegard moved her convent to Rupertsberg, near Bingen, on the Rhine, despite
opposition from the monks at Disibodenberg. Since papal endorsement, her convent
was flooded with new members. The monks feared the loss not only of the prestige but
also of the wealth brought by Hildegard’s fame. It will take years for her convent to
totally separate from the monastery and to retain the women’s dowries.

1151-58 Natural History (Physica) which consists of nine volumes about botany and zoology,
and Causes and Cures (Causae et curae) which documents her observations in the
hospice of types of illnesses, cataloging their causes and remedies were written. Her
naming and categorizing of herbs was a foundational document used in Western
pharmacy.

2151

Probably, also, the Life of St. Rupert was written.

Scivias was completed. This book is the first book of her theological trilogy. Scivias is

comprised of three parts: containing six visions on the Father; seven visions on the Son;
and thirteen visions on the Holy Spirit respectively. It provides the reader with a kind of

visionary guide to Christian doctrine and then ends with an apocalyptic section, a group

of hymns, and a morality play—by far the oldest example of this type.

Richardis becomes abbess of a convent at Bassum in Saxony, but dies within a year of
leaving Rupertsberg.

1158-62 Hildegard suffered an extended illness, but also embarked on her first preaching tour
along the Main as far as Bamberg. This is amazing, not only because she was in her
sixties, but also because women

did not publically preach.

Start of eighteen-year schism between the papacy and the emperor Frederick
Barbarossa. Hildegard writes the emperor a wrathful letter, calling him an “infant” and a
“madman”

1158-63

(Malone, 113), over his appointment of anti-popes.

Composition of Book of Life’s Merits (Liber vitae meritorum). This is the second book in
her theological trilogy on the topic of ethics.

1160

Second preaching tour included Metz, Krauftal, and Hordt. She preached her Pentecost
sermon

1161-63

1163

in Trier.

Third preaching tour along the Rhine, to Cologne and Werden.

Began third part of her theological trilogy, the Book of Divine Works (Liber divinorum
operum).

1165

Hildegard founded a second community at Eibingen, across the Rhine from Bingen. It

was destroyed but refounded as the Abtei St. Hildegard.

1169

Hildegard administered a healing of a possessed woman and later takes her to
Rupertsberg cloister as a nun.

1170

Vita of St. Disibodi was compiled at the request of Abbot Helenger from Disibodenberg.

1170-71 Hildegard’s final preaching tour, south to Zwiefalten.

1173

Volmar died. Gottfried from Disibodenberg began the Life of St. Hildegard, but dies in
1176,

1173/4 Book of Divine Works ( Liber divinorum operum) was completed. This third book of her
theological trilogy consists of ten visions about God’s work through science.

1177

The monk Guibert of Gembloux became secretary to Hildegard.

1178

Interdict placed on the convent in Rupertsberg due to the burial of a supposed
excommunicate in the cemetery, and Hildegard’s refusal to exhume the body. It is even
told that she “with her abbatial staff blessed and then destroyed all outward traces of
the tomb” (Malone, 113). Interdict (collective excommunication) meant no singing of
Divine Office, and no Eucharist. Hildegard sent a “stormy” letter to Mainz condemning
the canons for “stilling the glorious liturgical music on the banks of the Rhine” (Malone,
113).

1179

Interdict was lifted in March by Archbishop Christian of Mainz.

Hildegard died six months later on 17 September.

1200s-1300s Attempts to canonize Hildegard fail, but her name is added to the Roman

Martyrology

1979

in the sixteenth century, guaranteeing her sainthood (Butcher, 170).

Pope John Paul ll, in the commemoration of the anniversary of Hildegard’s death,
recognized her as a saint.

The Firsts of Hildegard of Bingen:

First great woman theologian in Christian history (McGinn, 333), and in the opinion of
other scholars, should be a Doctor of the Church.
Only woman of her age to be accepted as an authoritative voice on Christian doctrine.
First woman who received express permission from a pope to write theological books.
Only medieval woman who preached openly before mixed audiences of clergy and laity
with full approval of Church authorities.
Author of first medieval morality play, Ordo Virtutum (The Play of the Virtues), which is
found in Scivias Part lll, Vision 13. Here, all the virtues are feminine and their dialogue
illustrates the ongoing working out of God’s life in the soul.
Only 121% century playwright who is not anonymous.
Only composer of her era (not to mention only medieval woman) known both by name
and by a large corpus of surviving music.
First scientific writer to discuss sexuality and gynecology from a female perspective,
First to base her writing on actual observation of human

beings. She worked in the

monastic infirmary as a nurse-physician.

10. Classification of herbs served as a foundational document for Western pharmacy.

. Causae et Curae is one of the very first books in the West on the psychology of

personality.
. The inventor of a consistent theory of the principle of complementarity of male/female
roles in the West.
. One of the first to study the Divine Feminine. In her theology, Sapientia, the feminine
figure of Divine Wisdom was central.
. First saint whose official biography includes a first person memoir.
. Only medieval figure whose life story must include a discography. Discography is a
comprehensive list of the recordings made by a particular performer or of a particular
composer’s works.

An introduction to the spirituality of Hildegard was accomplished by discussing the

symbols displayed on the central table of the gathering room at the Claridge House.

1.

As the participants entered the gathering room they heard the music of Hildegard,
Celestial Harmonies: Responsories and Antiphons from Symphoniae armonie celestium
revelationum performed by the Oxford Camerata. Translations by Jeremy Summerly
from the Latin of two of the sung texts were provided in the hand-out (Appendix C). Her
music is her most intimate glimpse she left us of her heart. Her liturgical songs were
sung by her sisters in the convent at Mass and during the Divine Office. Hildegard
believed that music was necessary for salvation because it was the best representation

of the state of humanity before the Fall. If a person wanted to know what it felt like to
be alive before the Fall, she believed that holy music could take you there.

2.

A green tablecloth was on the central table, and the plates had flowers on them. One of
Hildegard’s themes was viriditas or the greening power of God. God's vitality and the

ways of God’s goodness and love charge the whole world with life, beauty, and renewal.
It has no limits. Hildegard saw flowers that are literally the most beautiful reproductive
form of natural plant growth, as the height of viriditas.

. Alarge lighted candle was placed in the center of the table. Hildegard is known as “the
voice of the Living Light.” She experienced the presence of God in two kinds of light:
umbra viventis lucis or shadow of Living Light, and lux vivens or Living Light. She insisted
that the “shadow of the Living Light” was never absent from her field of vision, and
when she received revelations within it, the words that came to her were like a
“shimmering flame.” On rare occasions she saw within this “shadow” another light, “the
Living Light” by which she seems to have meant a direct experience of God. “I cannot
describe when and how | see it, but while | see it all sorrow and anguish leave me, so

that then | feel like a simple girl instead of an old woman” (Newman, 9).
.

Various feathers are strewn around, but at a safe distance, from the candle. Feathers
not only symbolize Hildegard’s love of Creation, but also her relationship with God.
Hildegard never ceased to be amazed at how God showered her with so much grace and
light. She realized that God, who is the source of all life, sustains us, gracefully and

unpredictably, with inexhaustible energy. She says in a letter to the monk Guibert of
Gembloux: “And yet | raise my hands aloft to God, that | might be held by God, just as a
feather which has no weight from its own strength and lets itself be carried by the wind”
(Fox, Book of Divine Works, 348).
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5.

The book Illuminations by Matthew Fox. At the age of forty-two, Hildegard describes her
spiritual awakening as “a burning light of tremendous brightness coming from heaven
poured into my entire mind. Like a flame that does not burn but enkindles, it enflamed
my entire heart and my entire breast, just like the sun that warms an object with its
rays” (Fox, Illuminations, 7). She could now understand the narration of books, like the
psalter, and books of scripture. In her visions, she retained the full use of her senses and
did not experience ecstasy, dream, or trance. She “saw things” in living color, such as
mountains, cosmic eggs, and colossal figures, sometimes in static tableaux and
sometimes in dynamic motion. Under Hildegard’s art direction, most likely monks from
the abbey of St. Eucharius in Trier or her own sisters at Rupertsberg painted in great
detail Hildegard’s visions. These illuminations have been called a “new Creation” (Fox,
Illuminations, 10) because her images have re-formed objects that characterize
medieval iconography and given birth to new symbolic forms which were unknown
the Middle Ages.

in

Modern scholars continue to discover “new Creation” in her

illuminations, such as The Feminine Images of God in the Visions of Saint Hildegard of
Bingen’s Scivias by Carolyn Sur. Twenty-one of the illuminations or visions and much of
the text presented in Fox's book come from Scivias. The originals were preserved for
centuries, but in the Second World War were taken to Dresden for safe keeping and
were never recovered. Fortunately, copies were made by skilled illuminators in 1927
and the Benedictine sisters at Eibengen produced a complete parchment reproduction

of both paintings and text.

Since a few of women who were attending my program were art majors and/or collect art, |
thought that this book would be of interest to the participants, and provide a connection to the
life and works of Hildegard.

8. Intermission
Next, in the program, there was a short break during which desserts were served.

In

honor of Hildegard and Marguerite, | served a German apple torte and French madeleine
cookies.

9. Marguerite Porete
After the short break, the purpose of the program was to introduce the participants to
Marguerite Porete.

| chose Marguerite as a contrast to Hildegard. Hildegard was a German

Benedictine Abbess whose biography is well known and whose body of work is large and
diverse. In contrast, Marguerite who is French belonged to group of European laywomen who
are known as the Beguines, and very little is known about the life of Marguerite until she wrote
her only book Mirror of Simple Souls in 1296. It is thought that Hildegard dictated her works in
German and her monk secretaries translated them into Latin, whereas Marguerite wrote in the
vernacular.

Hildegard employed the “female apologetic”, but Marguerite refused to apologize

for being a woman.

Hildegard’s work was endorsed by the Church, whereas Marguerite was

condemned as a relapsed heretic in Paris in 1310. Although these two women

were very

different, they were both mystics who had a direct experience of God that gave them the

courage and authority to write as God directed them to write, and to publically preach. They

were women

of great faith who knew that if they followed the will of God, God would uphold

them.

Marguerite, also known as Margarita de Hannonia, came from Hainaut, an area south of
Flanders that is part of France and Belgium today.

Her date of birth is not known with any

certainty, and it has been suggested that she was from the town of Valenciennes.

Passages

from her Mirror suggest her social class. Her usage of themes from courtly literature, such as
courtly love, suggests that she may have come from the aristocracy. Her knowledge of
important mystical texts of the twelfth century and of the Bible, indicates that Marguerite was
well educated.

We do know that she identified herself as a Beguine, so in order to try to understand the
life and death of Marguerite Porete, the nature of the Beguine movement needs to be
explored.

The Beguines sprang up in urban areas in Belgium, France, Germany, and Northern Italy
at the turn of the thirteenth century. The origin of the name “Beguine” is uncertain, but there
are several theories. The most persistent idea is that they are named after Lambert le Begue, a
priest who spent lavishly to found a cloister and church for Crusaders’ widows and orphans.
Others have suggested that the term “Beguine” originated in the Flemish word beghen, “to

pray.” There is no association with “to beg,” because Beguines did not beg and were not part of
any mendicant order. Other possibilities are that the name could have evolved from “Bega,” the
patron saint of Nivelles where the first Beguinage is reputed to have been established, or from
the characteristic gray color of the Beguine habit.

Beguines were not women

religious and the beguinage was not an organization with any

central authority. The origins of the Beguines are still a source of scholarly debate, since they

acknowledged no founding figure and followed the rule of no saint.

Beguinages consisted of women

living together either single, in small groups, or

eventually in gatherings of fifty or even more, scattered throughout the towns and cities. The
prevailing socio-economic conditions probably influenced women from the aristocracy and the
new urban merchant classes to form this new movement. It was a time when women

outnumbered the men, sometimes by as much as two to one. Many women could not have
afforded expensive convent dowries, nor could the convents have accommodated the growing
numbers of Beguines. Pope Innocent Il at the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, complicated the
matter further when he decreed that adult women

must choose aut maritus aut murus- either

marriage or strict enclosure behind convent walls. The beguinages provided a kind of social
safety net for these women

in which they retained their own belongings and could leave

anytime. The fact that the women,

by becoming Beguines, deliberately made themselves

unavailable for marriage seems to have been particularly offensive to many clerics.

Besides having provided a social safety net for these women, the religious aspect of
their lives was also important. The beguines lived simple lives, gave a promise of chastity,
engaged in manual labor both to support themselves and to help the poor, set up and worked

in hospitals and leprosaria, read and taught the scriptures in the vernacular, had a fairly strict
regimen of prayer and led lives marked by ascetic practices.

They had no vows, elected their

own leaders, saw their promise of chastity as temporary while living the Beguine life,

understood their spirituality as both contemplative and active, and looked primarily to the Holy

Spirit and their sisters as guides for their life. The Beguines were at the heart of the vita
apostolic which had begun to sweep Europe in the twelfth century. Even though the Beguines
were intent on living a simple gospel-centered life, they produced one of the most
extraordinary bodies of mystical literature in the whole Christian corpus. Their focus was

entirely on the humanity of Jesus. They believed that through the imitation of the life and
especially the sufferings of Jesus, they would become one with him, and through him with the
transcendent God. Many of the Beguine writings sketched out the stages of the spiritual and
mystical journey, and became guides in this journey for their followers.

Initially, Pope Gregory IX acknowledged the Beguines, but eventually, the informal and
free life of the Beguines became suspect by the church authorities. They were rumored to be
reading the Bible in the vernacular, holding Bible-study classes, preaching, and engaging in
sexual immorality. During this time, the Church had passed a law forbidding preaching except
by the ordained, in an attempt to control what was said.

In over one hundred years of life, the Beguine movement had found no official place in
the church, nor had it sought one. The very lack of a rule, or vow, now reflected badly on them
since no formal restraints could be imposed on the behavior of these women.

Furthermore, and

probably more to the point, there was no room in such a highly structured ecclesiastical
establishment for an attempt by women to gain a foothold in the Christian church that would

respect their unique gifts. This first wave of Beguines is referred to as “the Lost Opportunities”

(Malone, 124). Imagine what our Church would look alike today, if the Church had embraced
this women’s laity movement of the twelfth century?

Instead, as a result of this growing distrust, in 1312 the Council of Vienne outlawed
beguinages. Their property was confiscated and the women were forced into cloisters or into
marriage. The large beguinages disappeared, but the second wave of Beguines reappeared in
Belgium for a short time in the seventeenth century. It is difficult to assess when this second
wave ended, but modern day beguinages exist in Belgium and in surrounding countries. A large
number of European beguinages, both in ruins and intact, are open to tourists. However, some
are not tourist attractions and are used as homes for the elderly or mentally ill, as housing, as
convents, or as modern beguinages. There are also American Beguine communities, the closest
one to Indianapolis is in Louisville, Kentucky. According to the American Beguine Community
website http://www.beguine.org, their main outreach is directed towards the needs of women
in the workplace. This third wave of Beguines remains at its core, essentially Catholic,
emphasizing worship, works of mercy, simplicity, and antimaterialism. The legacy of the firstwave Beguines are inspiring single women today to uphold the dignity of women, and
encouraging them to respond to “economic challenges of the twenty-first century with faith,
hope, and courage” (Raber, 11).

Marguerite Porete clearly identified herself with the Beguines and, as a result, suffered
by this association, but she was also associated with another heresy that the Church deemed
particularly widespread and threatening. This mystical sect was known as the heresy of the Free

Spirit whose claims to immediate and permanent union with God supported their assertions of

freedom from both ecclesiastical and civic laws. Most mystics of this period were forced to
defend themselves against accusations of association with Free Spirit teachings. Some mystics,
such as Meister Eckhart, were supplied with authorization and legitimation through priesthood
or affiliation with a monastery. Marguerite had neither ecclesiastical office nor monastic
affiliation to protect her when some of her claims for divinization and for freedom from
liturgical duties and devotional practices seemed to her accusers and judges as identical to
those of the Free Spirits. Richard Lerner has demonstrated in his book The Heresy of the Free
Spirit, that there was no such movement (Frassetto, 139). However, the willingness and
readiness of the Church to create such an image reveal the concern with heresy that existed at
the time.
These concerns over the Beguines and the fear of Free Spirit heresy had a profound
effect on the life and death of Marguerite, and partially explain why she suffered the fate that
she did. She first came to the attention of the ecclesiastical authorities sometime after 1296
when she wrote, without being copied by a scribe, her book The Mirror of Simple Souls in the
everyday language of Old French. It is a spiritual handbook for all who want to venture on the
greatest spiritual quest of all, that of union with God, and seems to have achieved instant
popularity.

Marguerite was not content to live a life of asceticism and mystical exaltation, but

insisted on preaching and teaching her doctrines. This public witness drew the judgment of the

local bishop, Guy Il of Cambrai, who publically condemned her teachings and burned her book
in front of Marguerite in 1306. Its use was prohibited under pain of excommunication. Refusing
to be silenced, Marguerite traveled to several towns, continuing to preach. She also took the

precaution of seeking a second opinion, and sent her book to three theologians. All three

theologians approved of her work, but Godfrey of Fontaines who was a highly respected master
at the University of Paris cautioned that it might not be for ‘simple souls.” The support of these

three men provided little help to Marguerite when she was reported to the chief inquisitor, but
it suggests that her work may not have been as unorthodox as others had claimed.
In 1308 Marguerite was accused of continuing to spread her beliefs to the simple folk of
the region and was taken into custody by William of Paris, the Dominican inquisitor, and
endured confinement in William's prison for eighteen months. Her confidant and selfproclaimed defender, Guiard de Cressonessart, accompanied her to Paris and remained with
her throughout her imprisonment. Despite his repeated entreaties, Marguerite refused to
appear before the tribunal court to answer questions concerning her writings and teachings, or
to take the required oath to tell the ‘truth’ and retract her teachings. William offered
Marguerite absolution as an inducement to appear before the Inquisition, but she refused even
this effort and remained under a ban of excommunication. Faced with similar threats and
inducements, Guiard eventually yielded, but Marguerite did not.

On May 19, 1310, William found another method of dealing with the silent Beguine by
assembling a panel comprised of twenty-one of the most renowned theologians from the
University of Paris. They were given some fifteen excerpts from Marguerite’s book, so they
could examine them for doctrinal error. Taken out of context, a few of her passages were

understood to show that Marguerite taught Free Spirit doctrine which promoted libertinism
and the rejection of traditional morality and virtue. At the heart of her theology stands the
notion that the soul could be “annihilated” in a state of such complete union with God that it

no longer had a separate existence. The suggestion that humans, or the annihilated soul, could
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attain a sinless state and thereby no longer have need for acts of virtue or penance threatened

the very fabric of religious life. The canons further understood passages to indicate that
Marguerite rejected the authority of the established Church and denied the Church’s role in
salvation because the soul who had received God's love did not need the Church to fulfill its
traditional intermediary role between God and the individual Christian. Marguerite contrasted
the official Church as “Holy Church the Less,” ruled by reason and populated by reason’s

“insect-brained followers,” with “Holy Church the Greater,” populated by perfect souls ruled by
love.

Marguerite was, however, unapologetic because this treatise was dictated by Love, the

central speaker throughout her book. Love is questioned by Reason and is the teacher of the
soul’s path to perfect love.
Consequently, on May 31, 1310 Marguerite was condemned on several counts as a
relapsed heretic, and was also found guilty of obstinately holding her erroneous belief and of
being ‘contumacious’ (stubbornly disobedient) in her refusal to answer the inquisitor’s

questions. She was handed over to the provost of Paris and burned at the stake as a
pseudomulier (false woman) in the Place de Greve in Paris on June 1, 1310. She went to her
death with such dignity, serenity, and piety that many who witnessed the execution were in
tears and were led to be converted to her teaching.

Despite the condemnation of her teachings, her book continued to circulate, but under
the authorship of “anonymous” who was a supposed Carthusian monk. The original Old French
manuscript was soon translated into Latin, Italian, and Middle English. In supreme irony, the
author of one of the translations into Middle English concludes that it must have been written

by one of the theologians of the University of Paris — the very group that condemned
Marguerite to death — because the book was so finely argued.
Marguerite’s name was not reunited with her book until 1946. In that year Romana
Guarnieri, an Italian scholar, realized that the arguments in The Mirror were the same as the
positions condemned

in Marguerite Porete’s trial. Since Romana Guarnieri published her paper

in 1965, there has been an intense interest in the book, especially by the scholars of spirituality
and mysticism. Marguerite Porete is now recognized as “one of the greatest vernacular authors

of the Middle Ages, as well as one of the most influential mystical writers of any period”
(Malone, 176).
Was Marguerite a heretic or did she live an extraordinary mystical life at precisely the
wrong moment in the history of the Church?

Modern scholars agree that the latter is most

likely true. Besides being a Beguine and publically preaching her theology which denied the
authority of the official Church, she was a woman of great courage, faith, and conviction who
was sacrificed to the dispute between the papacy and the French throne. Her trial and
execution was a way for King Philip the Fair of France, a most Christian king, to curry the pope’s
favor after fifty-four Templars were burned to death in a field outside Paris in early 1310
against the pope’s protest.
Marguerite was seen as an enormous threat to the power and security not only of the

French kingdom, but also of the security of the church itself. She was a solitary and itinerant
Beguine who traveled through the towns of northern France preaching her message, who
wrote in the vernacular, and who insisted on the authority of her own voice. Her silence during
her eighteen month imprisonment and the trial records make it clear that she did not recognize
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the Paris Inquisition as having any authority in her life. Not only was she a female who could
not be controlled, the content of her teaching gives some indication why she caused so much
fear in the hearts of churchmen and royalty alike.

An introduction to the spirituality and theology of Marguerite Porete was accomplished
by discussing the symbols displayed on the central table of the gathering room in Claridge
House.

1.

A mirror placed under the lighted candle symbolized the book The Mirror of Simple
Souls by Marguerite Porete. Mirror is a spiritual handbook in which she describes
seven stations along the road to the place where God and the soul are one. Mirror is
designed around a dialogue between several symbolic figures, of whom the most
important are Lady Love, Reason, the Far-Nigh (Marguerite’s name for the Trinity),
and the Soul. All her metaphors for God are female, except for the Far-Nigh. She
writes that her purpose in the work was “to show the way love works” (Porete, 25).
The experience of God as love is foundational to understanding her theology. She
warns against attempting to understand her theology with the head alone, without a
corresponding change of life. She also warns us to beware of our wills in order to be
fully embraced by God. In order for the union of identity between God and the soul
to occur, the soul becomes annihilated. When the union occurs, the union removes
all differences, so that when the believer looks in the mirror, he or she does not see
the human face, but the divine face.
A clear water-filled bowl symbolized the author’s many metaphors of water. The
differences between the stages are as “great as that between a drop of water and

the ocean” (Porete, 138). Her doctrine of mystical annihilation or nothingness is

vividly expressed in the metaphor of drowning in which Love says:
Being completely free, and in command on her sea of peace,
the soul is nonetheless drowned and loses herself through God,
with him and in him. She loses her identity, as does the water
from a river... when it flows into the sea. It has done its work
and can relax in the arms of the sea, and the same is true of
the soul (Crawford, 118).
In the above text, Marguerite could not be any clearer about the nature of the union
as identity.
The overwhelming and mind-boggling experience of God as love is described in the
metaphor of the simple soul who “swims in the sea of joy — that is, in the sea of
delights flowing and streaming down from the godhead. She feels no joy, for she
herself is joy” (Crawford, 63).
The flame on top of the candle also symbolized Marguerite’s experience of “a
sudden divine illumination” that flashes in the sixth stage, but shines from the
seventh (Porete, 138). This is thought to be a reference to how Marguerite’s
mystical experience occurred.
A miniature castle symbolized the influence of courtly literature in her metaphors
that illustrate how “worldly love” should be taken in terms of “divine love.” In the

prologue of Mirror, a story is told about a “princess” and a “king” who live in “far off
countries.” Word like “noble” and “chivalry” are used. Marguerite’s familiarity with

“courtly love” suggests that she was an educated member of the aristocracy.

As a postscript, it is interesting that in March 2000 Pope John Paul Il recognized past errors
committed by Church members, including the treatment of heretics, and apologized for past

sins in the document Memory and Reconciliation: The Church and the Faults of the Past .This
document was written by Cardinal Ratzinger.

10. Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection
After the presentation of the lives and works of Hildegard and Marguerite, the
participants were asked the following Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection
question in order to initiate the theological reflection process of Abigail Johnson:
How do the stories of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete pertain to how a
woman

in the Chrisitan Church today can fulfill the role to which God is calling her?
The first comment was off topic, but was a very interesting and a uniquely specific

insight into the poetry of Hildegard. MG noted that as she read the translations of Hildegard’s
music, she could not help but notice that they reminded her of Sr. Madeleva’s (a past president
of SMC) poetry. Both women

rejoiced in their love of God in creation. | thanked her for her

observation, because | had not made that connection. | then suggested that revisiting Sr.
Madeleva’s poetry might be a wonderful topic for a future program, either in conjunction with
a program about the spirituality of Hildegard or in a program by itself.
| posed the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection question again. Some of

the highlights of the discussion follow:
J;

| was thrilled to learn about Hildegard and Marguerite. | did not know about these
women. Their lives witness to the changing roles of women then and now.

| liked hearing about strong women of the past. Their stories speak to the resiliency of
women, even when they are not valued.
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Yes, | learned a lot of information in a short time. They had fascinating lives. The
example of their hope and enthusiasm for doing what God asked them to do has
strengthened my resolve to become more involved in my parish.
Their lives demonstrate the value of a life well lived according to God’s will. They had
courage, wisdom, and amazing energy. | really liked Hildegard and plan to read more

about her.
| am one of the older women here and | want to know why | have not heard of these
women

before this evening. Why were these holy women forgotten? Are there more?

| do not like the fact that wonderful women like Hildegard and Marguerite are not part
of our Christian history. Why Not? Their theology and spirituality are beautiful!
It seems to me that the men of the Church were afraid of these women because they
were filled with God’s love and therefore, could not be silenced! Hildegard was sent by
God to speak!
“Silenced!” That's what really makes me mad. Where does the king “get off” burning a
woman at the stake, just to “get in good” with a pope! Outrageous!
At first the conversation was focused on the participant’s reaction to the lives and writings of
Hildegard and Marguerite, then, the discussion quickly turned into the participant’s anger at
the treatment of these two women

by the secular and ecclesial authorities. This shift in the

participant’s emotions revealed “Another Layer to the Event,” which signaled the beginning of
the second step of the process of “Reflecting with God.” In order to validate the participant’s
change of emotional involvement with the stories of Hildegard and Marguerite, | asked them if
my observation was correct. After they answered in the affirmative, | initiated the third step of

the theological reflection process, that of “Digging Deeper,” by asking the participants, “Why do
you think that the Church “silenced” and “forgot” women, and are they still doing it today?”
JF:

Let’s not forget that the pope decreed that adult women could only exist as married or
in a convent. Obviously, society and the Church wanted to control women, especially
those who threatened their male-dominated world.

| cannot understand the Church’s horrible violence against women of profound faith.

Their courage and faith are overwhelming. The women were just doing what God asked
them to do. Did the Church think that they were better than God?
That's not it! The male-dominated Church is afraid of the power of women. It has been
happening throughout history. Males have to belittle us, forget our contributions, and
silence us, in order to control us.

| was amazed to learn that Aristotle labeled women as “accidental humans.”
We, as women

in the Church today, are still feeling the effects of such negative thinking.

We have made headway. Today, women are considered “complementary,” instead of
totally insignificant. However, | think that we still threaten the male hierarchy, so they
stay entrenched in medieval thinking.
Women were not insignificant. The mere fact that the Church tried to erase or at least
repress the writings of Hildegard and Marguerite reveals that their theology and
spirituality were popular and influential. Their corpus of work still touches the hearts
and minds of people today.
| would also like to make a comment on the subject of complementarity. | suppose that
complementarity is better than invisible, but the term is loaded with assumptions and a
history that reinforces gender roles that are calculated to deny real equality in the
Church.
Are there other women

in the past who are invisible in our Christian history?

Yes, many more.
| think that it is important to women and men today that the stories of other
“forgotten” women writers of the past are told. Women contributed to Church history
too.

| know that | feel empowered and grateful to Hildegard and Marguerite, and | think that
it is important that other women hear their stories.
It is important to tell and hear the stories of “forgotten” women.
have more programs like this.

| hope that we will

There was great consensus among the participants that they, too, wanted to hear the stories of

other “forgotten” women who contributed to the development of Christian history.

The first three steps of Abigail Johnson's “Reflecting with God” has revealed that the
women were inspired by the stories of Hildegard and Marguerite, but their realization that
these women

had been “forgotten” by the Church hierarchy resulted in the participants’

commitment to hearing and telling the stories of the “invisible” women in the history of
Christianity.
The fourth step of the process, “Making Faith Connections,” was answered by many of

the participants when they alluded to the fact that the whole history of Christianity is
incomplete, because the voices of women are missing. Until about twenty years ago, Christian
history was written entirely from the perspective of male and clerical concerns. Women’s
voices were considered irrelevant. Generations of Christians have accepted the invisibility or
forcible exclusion of women

as an essential part of the Christian story. The goal of women

in

the Church today should be to fill in the gaps in our knowledge of women’s Christian history.
The partial history of Christianity needs to be completed by the stories of our foremothers,
thereby, portraying the past in all its complexities and diversity. When this is accomplished, a
new history of Christianity which will acknowledge the diversity of belief and membership
among participants will emerge. This new history will allow the stories of women

and men to

proceed hand in hand, as a validation of the New Testament concept of co-discipleship.
| am reminded of the following quotes:
There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free person,
There is not male and female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.

(Gal. 3: 28)
Finally, draw your strength from the Lord and from his mighty
power. Put on the armor of God so that you may be able to
stand firm against the tactics of the devil.

(Eph. 6: 10-11)

O how magnificent is the compassion of the Saving One,

Who frees all things by his becoming one with human life.
Divinity breathes into compassion without the chains of sin,
And so removes heart-breaking pain from that very
Garment humanity wears.

(Hildegard of Bingen: Book of Divine Works. Ed. Fox, 384)
She cannot fear anything if God dwells in her.
(Porete, 84)

The fifth step of the theological reflection process reveals what | have learned by
“Naming Your Discoveries.”

The overwhelming discovery that | have made is the

unpredictability of the theological reflection process. When the Spirit is present, amazing things
happen. No planning of mine is going to change that fact. | began this project program with the
preconceived idea that, as a result of my program, the participants were going to feel proud
and empowered to be women

in the Church after hearing the stories of Hildegard and

Marguerite. | thought that our discussion would revolve around the accomplishments of these
two women

despite the misogynistic world in which they lived. | then hoped that the

participants would apply the strength and faith of Hildegard and Marguerite to do what God
was asking them to do towards the participants’ lives today.
At first, the participants did discuss their admiration for the lives and writings of
Hildegard and Marguerite, and their new found pride in the contributions of these two women
to Christian history. Only briefly had the participants made the connection between Hildegard’s
and Marguerite’s calling and their own calling, when the focus quickly changed into the

participants’ outrage at the treatment of women both then and today by male-dominated
Christian history. Once again the overriding power of women’s experience as seen through the

lens of patriarchy emerged.

Originally, the participants who are women

bound together in sisterhood were horrified

by the burning of Marguerite. Not only because being burned alive is unthinkable under any
circumstances, but because she was “sacrificed” for political reasons. The participants’ disgust
then evolved into outrage against the oppression of women. They acknowledged that a male-

dominated society has tried to control women throughout the ages because they are afraid of
our hidden power that is rooted in our prophetic voices. Patriarchal society has assumed that if
they silence women, they have controlled us.
Women,

like Hildegard and Marguerite, were not silenced. They raged against Church

corruption, heartlessness, cold rationality, juridical insensibility, and glaring infidelity to the
teaching of the New Testament. Their writings help to penetrate the very heart of the Christian
mystery, because they tell us about the mystery of God and the mystery of humanity. It is

Christianity’s great loss that the voices of our foremothers were forgotten. These women and
their words have shattering relevance to the whole Christian tradition. The participants rightly
concluded that the resultant Christian story and the resultant body of teaching are therefore,
partial and distorted, and that it is our challenge to reveal the forgotten but profound influence
of sister Christians on the whole of Christianity.

In order to conclude the fifth step of the theological reflection process, | now plan to
summarize the comments submitted by the participants on their evaluation forms and the
topics discussed in the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection process. This report
will be submitted to the Board at the next meeting for review.

11. Closing
| thanked the participants for attending my project presentation and for their invaluable
contributions. Then, the sixth step of the theological reflection process, “Praying,” was
accomplished by the communal

recitation of the closing prayer of Marguerite Porete’s The

Mirror of Simple Souls:
...this Soul does nothing but that with which God can do something.
She does not care about herself; let God, Who loves her more than
this Soul loves herself, care about her. This Soul has so great a faith
in God that she has no fear of being poor, her friend so rich. For faith
teaches her that she will find God such as she hopes Him to be, and
she hopes through faith that He is wholly rich, thus she cannot be poor.

(Oden, 164)
After a period of silence the participants would normally have been asked to reflect upon the
above prayer, to faith share on a word or phrase that particularly struck them, and to say why it
struck them. This did not occur, since the program was already overtime. The opportunity to
faith share should be included in future programs if time permits.

Chapter IV: Post Project

1. Evaluation
At the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club Board meeting of July 29, 2009, | reported on

thepresentation of my project program. | shared with the board that a total of eleven SMC
Indianapolis Alumnae Club members attended the program, and that | was gratified to see that
three of the participants were previously inactive members. This suggests that we need to plan

more diverse events and programs in order to attract inactive or new graduates.

The next task was to determine the success of my project program by reviewing the
participants’ comments made on the written evaluation forms (Appendix H) and the comments

that were made by the participants during the Implementation Stage of the Theological
Reflection (Appendix G). These two pieces of information which include the desire of the
participants for more programs of this type will reveal if the stated goal and objectives of my
project program were realized.
The primary goal was to empower the women

of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club to

fulfill the role to which God is calling them. | aimed to provide a means to foster pride in
themselves as women

in the Church. In this context, the word pride is not defined as the root

sin listed at the head of the seven capital sins. This list was written by men and reflected the
context of a patriarchal culture. In traditional theology, the sin of pride is a desire for power and
influence through the use of aggression, exploitation, and self-aggrandizement. The feminine
viewpoint rejects the notion of pride as sin, but instead, embraces pride as grace-filled. “For
subordinate and dominated peoples, grace comes in the form of affirmation, respect, and the
development of a healthy and holy pride in oneself, not in crucifying the prideful self but in the
resurrection of a redeemed self into new life” (Coll, 124). Furthermore, while acting as an
advocate for women
of two women

| proposed to present a program about the courage, intelligence, and faith

mystics of medieval Europe, Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete.

The comments found in both the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection
and in the evaluation forms affirm that the women

did feel empowered and strengthened by

the stories of Hildegard and Marguerite to continue and be aware of what they have been

doing in their parishes and in their schools. Recovery of the lives of Hildegard and Marguerite

continues to offer new hope to women

who are seeking models and mentors today. They found

pride and hope in the intelligence, perseverance, faith, and ingenuity of these two medieval
women

mystics.

While other participants were frustrated that women

still had to struggle

against a male-dominated society and Church, their resolve to overcome hurdles, to be heard,
was reinforced by our foremothers’ stories.
The first objective was to provide a safe and welcoming environment in which the
feminine companions, bound by their common

experience of attending SMC, could learn and

freely share their thoughts. Offering thoughts and feelings is easier in a smaller group than in a
larger one, because in this “community of sisters” a sense of belonging emerges. This kind of
group offers a supportive situation in which women

are helped to find the strength and

empowerment to authentically know themselves, their community, and their God. This results
in the women

being better able to understand and to respond fully and actively to God’s call.

This objective was firmly accomplished and my role as the facilitator was validated. Even
if the women

participants were initially hesitant to share their thoughts, the casual, informal,

and open atmosphere of the program reassured them and promoted discussions in which all
participants could freely share their thoughts, especially about women’s issues. This could only

have only happened in a group of all women who were bound by a common experience, such
as attending SMC. Even though a few women thought that a Power Point presentation was
needed due to the amount of information that was involved, | still believe that a Power Point

presentation would have made the program feel more like classroom instruction. The resulting
formality would distance the participants from connecting with the women

mystics, would

interfere with the building of community, and would hinder their ability to freely share their

thoughts. The smallness of the group was certainly key in promoting a free discussion. In future
programs, if the number of participants grew to over twelve, breaking the group into smaller

groups would rectify the problem.
The second objective was to introduce the lives and writings of Hildegard of Bingen and
Marguerite Porete in order to enrich the participants’ spirituality and to help in their
discernment of God’s calling.
This objective was also achieved. The participants stated that they “learned a lot of
information in a short time.” They were “excited by the contrasting lives and thoughts of
Hildegard and Marguerite.” They were “amazed” and “thrilled” to learn about these unknown
women

who were virtually ignored in Christian antiquity. A few were intrigued to read more of

Hildegard’s writings, but most wanted to “learn more” about other Christian women writers.
The lives and writings of Hildegard and Marguerite have helped the participants to discern their
calling as Christian women

who demand to reclaim their legacy in the development of Christian

history. They were outraged that these two brilliant and courageous women

were purposefully

“forgotten” by some male authorities. Furthermore, they realized that the stories of our foremothers must be told and heard.
The third objective was to employ the participants’ evaluations of the program in order
to assess the relevancy of the program for their lives, in general, and the charisms of Hildegard

and Marguerite, in particular. In other words, how do the stories of Hildegard of Bingen and
Marguerite Porete influence the participants’ stories?
This objective flows from the previous objective. The charisms of Hildegard and
Marguerite, such as their selfless love of God, their leadership, their devotion to God’s will,

their intellectual and spiritual gift to write about the mystery of God and of humanity, and their
courage and perseverance in the face of oppression, encouraged the participants to re-voice
the silence that was imposed upon past Christian women writers. Not only were the
participants enthusiastic about the stories of Hildegard and Marguerite, but also, they wanted
to hear more stories of other Christian women writers. By giving voice to Christian women

of

the past, women today will find their voice as they challenge the sexism found in the Church
and society.
The fourth objective was to use the input of the participants’ evaluations to reveal their
desire for future programs of this type. The participant’s answers to the last evaluation
question revealed that the participants overwhelmingly wanted more programs that highlight
other invisible women

in the Christian tradition.

In light of all of the information gleaned from the above sources, the board unanimously
agreed that the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club will sponsor more programs of this type.

2. Personal Stage of the Theological Reflection
The first step of the theological reflection process of Abigail Johnson occurred while |
was preparing the report concerning the comments made by the participants that | would
present at the next SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club board meeting. | was reviewing what the
participants said during the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection (Appendix G)
and what they wrote on the evaluation forms (Appendix H) in order to ascertain if the stated
goal and objectives were attained.
The second step that involves “Finding Another Layer to the Event,” occurred when |

became saddened when | initially thought that my project program had only partially fulfilled
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the goal and objectives. The women did take pride in the stories of Hildegard and Marguerite,
but only a few women specifically stated that the courage and faith of Hildegard and
Marguerite would have a direct influence on their role to which God called them. Furthermore,
the discussion quickly changed from focusing on Hildegard and Marguerite to their outrage at
the patriarchal mindset in society and in the Church that repressed, ignored, or erased the
contribution of other women
help these women

Christian writers throughout history. | thought that | had failed to

on a personal basis to discern what God was asking of them.

| employed the third step of the process of “Expanding Your Thinking,” as | thought
more about the situation. First of all, | thought that | was successful in presenting the stories of
Hildegard and Marguerite, because the women thought it was an “excellent presentation.” |
then began to think that | should have controlled the process better by steering the participants
back to the original theological reflection question which focused on their individual journeys to
discern God’s call. | immediately realized that this was not correct, because | used the word
“control,” and | have worked and prayed over the years to “beware of my will.” When the Spirit
is invited into your group theological reflection, the facilitator and the participants must “let go

and let God.”
“Finding God at Work in This Event” initiates the fourth step of the process. When a
faith community gathers, God's Spirit is at work offering new insights and revelation. It is not
the role of the facilitator to “control” the process, so the outcome fits the facilitator’s outline. A
good facilitator provides a welcoming environment, invites the Spirit in, and is joyfully open to
being “surprised.”

| am reminded of the fishbowl that | used as a symbol of Marguerite’s

exhortation to the “drowning” of self in order to be open to God's love. | also identify with
Hildegard’s image of being “a feather on the breath of God.”

At this point | was ready to begin the fifth step of the process by “Naming

Your

Discoveries.” | felt that | have grown in my ability to be a facilitator, because | had not
succumbed to trying to control the theological reflection discussion. A good facilitator learns to
see and listen in a new way for signs of God’s presence at work. By putting aside usual biases
and by decentering self, the facilitator acquires the attributes of openness, vulnerability,
humility, flexibility, and playfulness. It is only through identifying what keeps us from
discovering God in our midst, such as a need to control, that a person develops an openness of
mind and heart to the movements of grace within and around the participants. | am reminded
of the Scripture passage in Genesis 28: 16, “When Jacob awoke from his sleep and exclaimed,
‘Truly, the Lord is in this spot, although | did not know it.”

My growth as an empathetic

facilitator has been difficult and ongoing because my job in a hospital laboratory demands that |
am always in control of the many constantly emerging situations. My transformation was
initiated about eight years ago during the Epiphany Certification Program, but it is prayer,
spiritual reading, and faith friends that continue to help me to be whom

God wants and needs

me to be.
That being said, | still have not addressed my interpretation of the participants’
comments that my program partially failed to help many of the participants in their personal
journeys of discovering their calling from God.

As | reflected on how | could change my program, | experienced what Abigail Johnson
calls an “aha” moment. | forgot to remember that our callings from God are not only personal,
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but communal. | was graced to witness this group of individual women who are bound by the
common

experience of being female, Christian, and graduates of SMC, transform into a

“community of sisters.” It was a very powerful experience for me to realize that at that

particular moment, this group of Christian women, of which | was a part, was bound to all
women

past, present, and future who have and will desire and demand to be liberated from

the androcentric bias of the Christian spiritual tradition.
The picture of Christian tradition that women
believes that women

have inherited is male-centered and

are inferior humans. Christian women today need to search the landscape

for the lost and forgotten women

who have made unique contributions to the Christian

tradition in order to reclaim women’s equal human dignity. God desires the full humanity of
women

as well as men. In the process of recovering many notable women who are missing

from our Christian spiritual tradition, a vision of a new creation emerges in which the
relationships of mutuality and respect for diversity flourish, replacing bias and ignorance.
By discovering the riches of a tradition that was kept invisible, women will be able to “uncover a
sense of oneself as created in the image of God and sacred to the core” (Fischer, 110).
Finally, the sixth step of Abigail Johnson’s methodology is to “Pray.” During my project
program, all of the women, facilitator and participants alike, connected to our sisterhood that
encompasses all of the Christian women

past, present, and future. We came together to

reclaim our equal heritage in the Christian tradition. As a result we resolved to continue to hear
and speak about the invisible women writers of our Christian tradition.

The following Scripture passage has guided me in my spiritual journey, but | now realize
that this passage can bring to light the journey of every Christian woman throughout history
that has felt the sin of sexism.
With all prayer and supplication, pray at every opportunity in
the Spirit. To that end, be watchful with all perseverance and
supplication for all the holy ones and also for me, that speech
may be given me to open my mouth, to make known with

boldness the mystery of the gospel for which | am an ambassador
in chains, so that | may have the courage to speak as | must.
(Ephesians 6: 18-20)
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Appendix A
The Email sent to all Board Members of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club.

Dear Fellow Board Members of the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Board,
For those of you who could not attend the last board meeting, let me introduce myself
and tell you why | need your help.
| am Marianne Hielscher Underhill who graduated from Saint Mary’s College in 1973
with a BSMT. | am currently pursuing a Masters of Arts in Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-ofthe-Woods College. One of the requirements for my degree is the implementation of a pastoral
project. | have chosen the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club as my focus group for my project,
and | now need your help to shape and define ideas for my project.
My theological motive for this project is to bring to light for other Christian women the
lives and writings of the women mystics in medieval Europe. In past tradition, the writings of
mainly male spiritual masters have been available to enrich a woman’s spiritual journey and
faith development. Since the mid-twentieth century, female spiritual masters have been
rediscovered, thus allowing a woman’s spirituality to be enriched by the experiences of other
Christian women from past centuries. It took great courage, ingenuity, and love of God for
these women to fulfill the role that God asked of them in a time when society and the Church
ordered them to be silent and submissive.
At this time | am requesting that you reflect upon the two following questions before
our next board meeting. Please jot down any thoughts you may have. We will share these
thoughts during the next board meeting. If you cannot attend the next meeting, please email
me your thoughts.
Thank you for sharing your time and reflections. Your assistance and counsel are
invaluable to me.
A Theological Reflection:
1. How might the lives and writings of women mystics in medieval Europe have relevance
for the lives of Christian women today?
. Would you be interested in attending an evening program to learn about and reflect
upon the life and works of one of the medieval women mystics, such as Hildegard of
Bingen?

Appendix B
The announcement and invitation to attend my pastoral project in the emailed newsletter of
the SMC Indianapolis Alumnae Club.

Empowered by the Love of God:
Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete
You are cordially invited to attend a presentation of the pastoral project of Marianne
Hielscher Underhill ‘73. She is a student at SaintMary-of-the-Woods College in the
Master of Arts in Pastoral Theology Program.

Come and meet these two women mystics of medieval Europe whose stories have
meaning for women today. Since the mid-twentieth century, female spiritual masters
have been rediscovered, thus allowing a woman'’s spirituality to be enriched by the
experiences of other Christian women from past centuries. It took great courage,
ingenuity, and love of God for these women to fulfill the role that God asked of them
in a time when society and the Church ordered them to be silent and submissive.

Tuesday, July 14, 2009
7-9 pm.
At Claridge House (Claridge Farms Clubhouse)
North on Ditch Road. Turn Right onto 116t St. Turn left onto clay Center Rd. Turn left
onto North Claridge Way. Clubhouse is first house on left.

Please email (undma@comcast.net) or call (872-7859) Marianne Underhill by July
10 if you plan to attend.
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Project Program Hand-out

Prayers

Opening:

For just as the sun is fixed in the firmament of heaven and
Has power over the creatures of the Earth so that nothing
Can overcome them, so also believers who have their hearts
And minds directed toward God cannot be forgotten by God.
(Hildegard of Bingen: Book of Divine Works)

Closing:
...this Soul does nothing but that with which God can do something.
She does not care about herself; let God, Who loves her more that
This Soul loves herself, care about her. This Soul has so great a
Faith in God that she has no fear of being poor, her friend so rich.
For faith teaches her that she will find God such as she hopes Him
To be, and she hopes through faith that He is wholly rich,
Thus she cannot be poor.
(Marguerite Porete: The Mirror of Simple Souls)

Appendix C
Part2 of4
Project Program Hand-outs
A Sampling of Hildegard’s Songs from Symphonia
(Translated by Carmen Acevedo Butcher)

A Mystery of Mother and Maker
You sparkle like the brightest jewel
As the Father’s sole Sun flows through You

Like a fountain.
Through this Word, God articulated
The original matter He used to make this world,
Which Eve disordered.

You’re the mother of Light,
Because He grew the Word in you
Into a man—
Using the matrix of your brightness
To speak the virtues into being,
Just as the Word once used the original matter
To speak the world alive.

The First Fire
Spirit of fire,
Paraclete, our Comforter,
You're the Live in alive,
The Be in every creature’s being,
The Breathe in every breath on earth.

Appendix C
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Project Program Hand-out
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Project Program Hand-out

Evaluation
Please use the back of the page if necessary
1.

What did you like most about this program?

2.

How would you improve this program?

3.

What will you take away with you from this program?

4.

Would you like more programs like this?

Appendix D
Church History Time-Line
Anselm becomes Archbishop of Canterbury
Pope Urban Il initiates the First Crusade
Hildegard of Bingen born in Germany
Founding of Cistercians by Robert of Molesme-Break from Benedictines

1099

Crusaders capture Jerusalem

1115

Bernard founds monastery at Clairvaux

1122

Peter Abelard writes Sic et Non

1123

First Lateran Council

1134

University of Paris founded

1139

Second Lateran Council

1141

Visions of St. Hildegard written

1148

Second Crusade instigated by Bernard of Clairvaux

1151

Scivias by Hildegard of Bingen completed, ten years after starting it

1152

Holy Roman

1158

The Book of Life’s Merits by Hildegard of Bingen

1163

Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris building starts

1163-1173

The Book of Divine Works by Hildegard of Bingen

1179

Hildegard of Bingen dies on September 17
Third Lateran Council

Emperor Frederick Barbarossa

Initiation of the Inquisition by Pope Lucius Ili
Council of Verona excommunicates the Waldensians

1189

Third Crusade

1198-1216

Pope Innocent Ili

1202

Fourth Crusade

1209

Francis of Assisi establishes the Franciscans

1215

Fourth

Lateran Council

Magna Carta
1216

Dominic de Guzman founds Dominican Order

1221-1274

Bonaventure

1245

Council of Lyons |

1265-1273

Thomas Aquinas writes Summa

1274

Council of Lyons Il decrees against the Beguines

1294-1303

Pope Boniface VIII

1296

Marguerite Porete writes The Mirror of Simple Souls

1301

Marguerite Porete is burned at the stake in Paris as a relapsed heretic on
June 1.

Theologiae

Papacy to Avignon
Pope Clement V accuses the Beguines of spreading heresy
Council of Vienne condemns Beguines and Templars

Plague of “Black Death” begins
Dialogue by Catherine of Siena
German inventor, Johannes Gutenberg, invents a printing press process
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Map of Medieval Europe
Courtesy of Profile Books Ltd (Great Britain)
www.profilebooks.com

Marguerite Porete’s France is located in the area of Cambrai
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Permission by Paraclete Press to Copy Map of Hildegard’s Germany

Dear Ms. Underhill :
Yes, you may have permission to use and duplicate this map as you
describe below. Please credit Paraclete Press as the publisher of the
book from which it was taken and give our website at
www.paracletepress.com as source for obtaining the book.
Best,

Gail Gibson
Rights and Permissions,

Paraclete Press
undma@comcast.net wrote:
>
> Dear Gail,

>
> Thank you so much for calling me back about my trouble with the
> internet. Here is my request as you suggested.

>
>| am currently a student at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College in Terre
> Haute, Indiana pursuing a Master of Arts in Pastoral Theology
> degree. | would like your permission to use the map of Hildegard's
> Germany found on page x in the book "Hildegard of Binger: A Spiritual
> Reader" by Carmen Acedvedo Butcher (2007). ISBN 13: 978-155725-490-0.
> The map would be included in my hand-outs and in my formal written
> project. My written project will be bound, but not published. I will,
> of course, acknowledge your permission.

>
> Please respond as soon as possible. Do not hesitate to contact me with
> any questions.

>
>
> Sincerely,
> Marianne Underhill
> 8940 Shagbark Road
>Indianapolis, Indiana 46260

>317-872-7859

Appendix F
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Permission by Profile Books Limited to Copy Medieval Map

Dear Marianne

Thanks for your note. We would be happy for you to use the map in your project. There will be
no fee for usage while the final project remains unpublished. And good luck with it all.
Best

Penny Daniel
Rights Director

From: Marianne Underhill [mailto:Undma@comcast.net]
Sent: Wed 14/10/2009 18:59
To: Peter Carson
Subject: Permission to copy a map
Dear Mr. Carson,
Jan-Erik at BlueBridge has told me to contact you about my request for permission to copy a map in one
of your company's books.
| am currently a student at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College in Terre Haute, Indiana pursuing a Master of
Arts in Pastoral Theology (MAPT) degree. My pastoral project which is needed to fulfill the requirements
in attaining an MAPT is focusing on the spirituality of Hildegard of Bingen and Marguerite Porete. | would
like your permission to use the map found on page vi in the book "The Great Medieval Heretics: Five
Centuries of Religious Dissent" by Michael Frassetto. ISBN 978-1-933346-12-0. This book was published
in the North America in 2008 by BlueBridge Books. It was published in Great Britain under the title
"Heretic Lives" by Profile Books, Ltd. in 2007.
This map would be used to orient the participants who attend my project presentation to the life and times
of these women. The map would be included in my hand-outs and in my formal written project. The
written project will be bound, but not published, and will be available in the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
College library and MAPT office. | will, of course, acknowledge your permission.
Please respond as soon as possible. Do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,

Marianne Underhill
8940 Shagbark Road

Indianapolis, Indiana 46260
317-872-7859
Click here for our Email Disclaimer
Profile Books Limited. Registered in England & Wales under No. 3120147. Registered Office: 3A
Exmouth House, Pine Street, London EC1R 0JH. VAT Registration No. 674 9638 76

Appendix G
Comments from the Implementation Stage of the Theological Reflection
| was thrilled to learn about Hildegard and Marguerite. | did not know about
these women. Their lives witness to the changing roles of women then and now.
| liked hearing about strong women of the past. Their stories speak to the
resiliency of women, even when they are not valued.
Yes, | learned a lot of information in a short time. They had fascinating lives. The

example of their hope and enthusiasm for doing what God asked them to do has
strengthened my resolve to become more involved in my parish.
Their lives demonstrate the value of a life well lived according to God’s will. They
had courage, wisdom, and amazing energy. | really liked Hildegard and plan to
read more about her.
| am one of the older women here and | want to know why | have not heard of
these women before this evening. Why were these holy women forgotten? Are
there more?
| do not like the fact that wonderful women like Hildegard and Marguerite are
not part of our Christian history. Why Not? Their theology and spirituality are
beautiful!
It seems to me that the men of the Church were afraid of these women

because

they were filled with God's love and therefore, could not be silenced! Hildegard
was sent by God to speak!
“Silenced!” That's what really makes me mad. Where does the king “get off”
burning a woman at the stake, just to “get in good” with a pope! Outrageous!

Let's not forget that the pope decreed that adult women could only exist as
married or in a convent. Obviously, society and the Church wanted to control
women, especially those who threatened their male-dominated world.

| cannot understand the Church’s horrible violence against women of profound
faith. Their courage and faith are overwhelming. The women were just doing
what God asked them to do. Did the Church think that they were better than

God?

That's not it! The male-dominated Church is afraid of the power of women. It has
been happening throughout history. Males have to belittle us, forget our
contributions, and silence us, in order to control us.
| was amazed

We, as women

to learn that Aristotle labeled women

as “accidental humans.”

in the Church today, are still feeling the effects of such negative

thinking.
We have made headway. Today, women are considered “complementary,”
instead of totally insignificant. However, | think that we still threaten the male
hierarchy, so they stay entrenched in medieval thinking.
Women were not insignificant. The mere fact that the Church tried to erase or at
least repress the writings of Hildegard and Marguerite reveals that their theology
and spirituality were popular and influential. Their corpus of work still touches
the hearts and minds of people today.
Are there other women

in the past who are invisible in our Christian history?

Yes, many more.
| think that it is important to women and men today that the stories of other
“forgotten” women writers of the past are told. Women contributed to Church
history too.
| know that | feel empowered and grateful to Hildegard and Marguerite, and |
think that it is important that other women hear their stories.
It is important to tell and hear the stories of “forgotten” women.
will have more programs like this.

| hope that we

Appendix H
Results of the Evaluation Forms
1

What did you like most about this program?
Good handouts.
*
Meaningful symbols.

°

Music enhanced the experience.

Facilitator was so enthusiastic and knowledgeable about subjects that she got
me excited too!
Never knew anything about these women. All so very accomplished.
Information was fascinating.
Learned a lot in one evening.
Thrilled to learn about these unknown women.
Your choice of Hildegard and Marguerite: similarities and contrast.
Adaptability of Hildegard’s and Marguerite’s thoughts to the lives of women

Now.
Empowering women.
Interesting to learn about the changing roles of women

and how insightful these

women were.
The amazing details of Hildegard’s faith journey.
Reached out to new members.
Casual open atmosphere. | was worried about feeling uncomfortable sharing
with the group but | was quickly reassured.

Able to share thoughts that I've had.
Informal, casual setting made it easier to share thoughts with other Catholic

women.
Being comfortable sharing faith while meeting new people and seeing old
friends.
Getting together with other SMC women to discuss women’s issues.
Getting together with other SMC women to share frustrations and hopelessness
concerning our Church today.
Raised consciousness of women’s oppression.
Raised new questions about the role of women

and peaked my interest to know

more.

. How would you improve this program?
More pictures.
Read something from Hildegard and Marguerite and then discuss its meaning.

Names of other Christian writers who were influenced by Hildegard or
Marguerite.

Provide a written agenda for the evening program.

Not enough time to socialize.

Have the group introduce themselves and tell when they graduated from SMC.
Group too large—would like a smaller group.
Power Point
3. What will you take away with you from this program?
Want to know more about some of the other women

Christian writers.

Bold leadership of women in the Church.
Women still have struggles and must overcome hurdles to be heard.

Power of “sisterhood.”
Feel empowered to continue what | am doing in the Church and school.
Some hope and enthusiasm for intellectual growth and change.
New information on these two women

mystics.

Great interaction with women.
Impossibility of reforming the Church.
Do the work you find valuable, regardless of its acceptability to those in power.
Raises more questions about the role of women in the Church—how roles have
changed and how they have not.
Value of women in the community and the Church.
How strong women of the past and present can serve as role models for today’s

women.
So proud of the perseverance and resiliency of women.
Learned so much about “forgotten” women.
4.

Would you like more programs like this?

Yes—excellent presentation.
Absolutely.
This would be of interest to the Proctor Club of Indianapolis.
Definitely—thanks so much.
Of course.
Yes—very interesting.
Yes—I learned so much.

Maybe, if the time works out.

Appendix I
Comments of MAPT Peers Concerning the presentation of the Project on 8-1-09.
Very Good! | hope you continue to pursue more programs based on the courage of the

women.
Thanks a lot!! It is very good and interesting! | hope you will be well in your project. You
can do it! May the Lord grant upon you his Spirit and wisdom!
Very interesting and engaging.
You certainly know your subject! You have a natural gift and wonderful presentation

style. Great job.
Very engaging. Topic very interesting. Great value in connecting women’s stories.
Not just an academic exercise—profound love of subject—pastoral application—
contemporary—very exciting—very rewarding. | would like you to do this at my parish
for our women!
Sounds like you have touched/continue to touch many lives. Very thorough and
informative. Thanks for sharing your passion with others.
You are a confident speaker who is comfortable with the topic. | encourage you to go on
without a doubt.
Would have liked to know one of Hildegard’s firsts, otherwise awesome. | only hope
that | can be as successful. (Following the presentation, | shared a list of Hildegard’s
firsts with this person.)
You did a thorough job on your research. It was interesting and | am sure that this will
continue to evolve.
Subject was well introduced and all the processes were intricately discussed. The mystic
subject was very interesting.
What a wonderful project! Very interesting! Best wishes as you go forward with your
project.

